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Committees Identify Three-Pronged Solution to Housing Shortage
By DAVID PIETROCOLA
ONLINE EDITOR
Details OH how the College
will deal with a 190-bed shortage
next year following the scheduled
12-15 month closing of the Jarvis
residence hall are beginning to
emerge.
An e-mail sent to the student
body from the SGA Housing
Committee on Sunday indicated
that members were working
alongside the Office of Campus
Life to. consider all potential
options on and off campus and
to ensure the fairest lottery sys-
tem possible.
• In the e-mail, committee
chairwoman Verdell Walker '09
wrote that they had been work-
ing closely with OCL and the
administration in making sure
student opinions and concerns
fielded from the housing forum
were being taken into considera-
tion.
Dean of Students Fred Alford
is working in conjunction with
OCL staff to determine all poten- '
tial solutions. Alford and
Director of Campus life Amy
DeBaun indicated a three-prong
effort. First, staff members are
identifying all available space on
campus for beds, including
lounges. DeBaun suggested that
cooking units in Clemens and
Stowe, currently doubles but
originally triples, could again be
upsized to triples for the year.
A second housing option will
be off-campus apartments sur-
rounding Trinity and throughout
Hartford. DeBaun said she has
already been working for the past
month on compiling off-campus
resources and will be putting
together a Web site for interested
students. Current sophomores
and juniors have already started
looking for apartments and stop-
ping by OCL for information,
see OCL on page 6
Former LA Times Editor j Hip-Hop Show Boosts Campus Unity
Receives Award at Trinity
By LIZZIE BROWN
FEATURES EDITOR
Renowned former editor of
The Los Angeles Times, John
Carroll, was awarded with the
Moses Berkman '20 Memorial
Journalism Award on Nov. 29.
The award, "recognizes journalists
whose work demonstrates the
qualities of integrity, insight, jour-
nalistic excellence, and serious
moral purpose that were the hall-
mark of Moses Berkman's journal-
ism," as described on the Trinity
Web site. This event was particu-
larly noteworthy not only because
of the valuable, and increasingly
relevant, legacy left by the award's
endower, but also because of the
unrivaled esteem in which the
award's recipient is held today in
the world of journalism. Many
prestigious news organizations
were invited to cover the event
including C-SPAN, The Hartford
Courant, and, of course, The
Trinity Tnpod.
The event opened with Carroll
being introduced by Director of
the Leonard Greenberg Center for
the Study of Religion in Public
life and Associate Professor of
Religion Mark Silk. Silk explained
that Carroll broke into newspaper
writing at The Providence Journal-
Bulletin in 1963 upon his gradua-
tion from Haverford College. In
2000, Carroll signed on as editor
of The Los Angeles Times and suc-
ceeded in leading the top-tier pub-
lication to 13 Pulitzer Prizes. Over
the course of his career, Carroll
has been honored with many dis-
tinctions including that of recent-
ly being selected to host the first
Knight Visiting Lecturer at
Harvard University's John F.
Kennedy School of Government,
"a position for distinguished jour-
nalists who will study, analyze, and
lead the discussion on the future
of journalism in America and
around the world," according to
the Harvard University Web site.
When presented with the
award, Carroll began by expressing
his great admiration for Moses
Berkman who had served as a
political correspondent, colum-
nist, and editorial writer at the
Hartford Times. Carroll praised
Berkman for the, "gusto and
integrity with which he practiced
journalism," and admired his abil-
ity to "comfortably inhabit two
worlds: the world of newspaper
and the loftier world of the
mind." Carroll, who resigned from
The Los Angeles Times in 2005 on
ethical principle, emphasized how
pleased he was to be associated
with Berkman, a man of incredible
moral fiber.
see CARROLL on page 12
Nicholas C. Ryan
Self Suffice, surrounded by students, performed at the Terfiple-ofHip-fidp'perfOMaian'ce this pasttweekend.
By SARAH GARDINER
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
On Dec. 1, the Temple of Hip-Hop put
on a show featuring various Trinity artists
and emcees as well as Foundation
Movement, a three-man Boston-based
group, in the Gallows Hill Lounge. This is
the third show Temple of Hip-Hop has
organized this semester. Attendance was low
at the start, but by the end of the show the
room was filled. The audience was also
more diverse than it has been, and the ener-
gy level was high.
The night had a decidedly political over-
tone. Between sets, Zee Santiago '09 and
David Lenzner '08 read from a five-point
platform they and other Temple of Hip-
Hop members had developed as steps to
improve the racial and social climate of
Trinity . Points on the platform included: a
desire for a committee that consists of a
Board of Trustees member, faculty, adminis-
trators, and students; a racial harassment
policy; a diversity and cultural requirement
to be added to the curriculum; the creation
of an inter-social student committee; and an
increase in multi-cultural recruitment. The
points on the platform were well received
by the crowd.
David Lenzner commented, "We came
up with the five-point proposal because
there was a group of students that met with
the President and Dean Alford. With
Dean Spurlock-Evans, we were discussing
what needs to be done on campus, but a
week afterward we started to get feedback
from all the people on campus, different
people on campus [...] there wasn't really
a consensus to what we were trying to get
done. We came up with this five-point
platform so people would actually know
what our specific goals were." Although
the platform has not been officially pre-
sented to the administration, the ideas in
the platform have been discussed at vari-
ous events, such as the forum held on
race in Cinestudio on Nov. 15.
Race was a dominant theme through-
out the evening. At the start of the per-
formance, Santiago started a chant of "It's
not a black thing; it's not a white thing.
Just do the right thing." Lenzner told the
crowd, "We've got people of all shades
and colors here tonight. That's what we're
all about." The racial dialogue of Friday
night serves as a preview for the
International Hip-Hop festival which will
be held on campus this spring. Race will
serve as a theme for the festival, through
workshops and lectures, as well as the
content of the songs performed.
The show itself featured a wide variety
of student performers. Poetry and spoken
see CONCERT on page 18
Edwin C. Pratt
John Carroll recounts his career in journalism in a lecture featured on C-SPAN.
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The Battle of the Sexes
Jay Acunzo discusses the gender
situation on campus and
responds to accusations that
Trinity men are chauvinists.
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La MaMa Students
Perform at Trinity
Trinity students studying at La
MaMa in New York debut their cul-
minating semester project.
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Letters to the Editor
Tripod Debates Good Sign
for Arts at Trinity
To the Editor:
The recent Tripod arts debates
have caught my attention. The
issue at hand: how to write (or
how not to write) about art. Mr.
Rendeiro's review titled "Planet
Fails to Impress as Fall Concert
Strikes a Boring Chord" kicked it
off and a full-fledged tussle
ensued. Letters to the editor
attacked Rendeiro's critical judg-
ment (and indeed his very right to
make such judgments about stu-
dent art). Rendeiro shot back with
an impassioned defense of the
rights and responsibilities of the
art critic. Full disclosure here: I
assigned all of this Tripod reading
to my First Year students (our
seminar "Whose Ait Is It
Anyway?" explores the relation-
ship between artists and critics). I
also invited Rendeiro to speak to
my class in what turned out to be
the liveliest discussion of the
semester. Now we have an article
("Tripod Needs Higher Arts
Standards") taking Trinity arts
writers to task for sloppy fact
checking and shoddy proofread-
ing. Arts writers are journalists
Women, Not Girls
Lindsay Dakan's article in the
Tripod's Opinions section last
week about lingering gender
inequality at Trinity generated a
variety of responses, some sup-
portive, some dismisssive.
To argue that men and
women are equal today, as if mil-
lenia of inequality have faded
gracefully into the distant past, is
naive.
Women and men have always
been treated differently. For many
centuries, women have been
denied equal rights in areas like
suffrage and the workplace. These
issues may seem remote in the
global North; the United States,
for example, has legislated equal
opportunities in these areas in the
past century.
- Consider, however, that
Switzerland did not grant univer-
sal suffrage to women until 1990.
And despite legal measures the
U.S. has had in place for decades,
in 2004, "In virtually every occu-
pation listed, men earned a high-
er median wage than women,
regardless of job title," according
to Bureau of Labor Statistics cited
by www.mediamatters.org.
Women and men are still not
treated the same, even on Trinity's
campus. Though both genders
enroll at Trinity at about the same
rate, equal presence does not
translate into equality. One small
way this manifests itself is in the
everyday language of casual con-
versation. It seems comical to refer
to male students at "boys." This
heading strikes a discordant note
in the ear. Can you imagine a pro-
fessor standing before a classroom,
calling for "Attention, boys and
girls?" It sounds juvenile, and
would most likely come across as
patronizing. How often, though,
do students, and even faculty, refer
to Trinity's "female students as
"girls," rather than women? It
could be just semantics, but how
old does a woman have to be
before she is considered an adult
in everyday speech? These smaller
issues help set the stage for a col-
legiate environment in which
women are treated as inferior, and
in whichabout a quarter of women
have or will experience rape or
attempted rape.
As Dakan mentioned, it is not
an attack from a stranger at night
that women have to fear, but the
men they attend class with, the
men they see at the gym, the men
who dance with or near them at a
party. According to the
Department of Justice, 90 percent
of college women who are victims
of rape or attempted rape are
attacked by an acquaintance, not
some stranger lurking in the
night. It is not a close margin, and
there is no reason to believe that
Trinity is an exception to this
overwhelming trend.
Acquaintance rape is still rape, no
less traumatizing for a victim and
no more her fault than stranger
rape.
The institutions and. official
practices to give men and women
equal opportunities at Trinity are
in place, but equality in daily life
is far from guaranteed. Words are
powerful; by treating men and
women the same verbally, perhaps
we can bridge the gap between
official equality and a true oppor-
tunity to live without fear of vio-
lence or discrimination. -JH
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and accurate reporting is a must.
All writers should proofread - and
proofread again.
The article cited above also
challenges Tripod writers for
offering "opinionated summaries"
of art. But one would be hard-
pressed to find an arts review that
doesn't express (at least to some
degree) the critic's own view. And,
of course, it is always fine sport to
argue that the critic doesn't know
what s/he's talking about. Much
as I've enjoyed the back and
forth, I'd like to take this oppor-
tunity to express appreciation for
those hard-working- student jour-
nalists who care enough about art
at Trinity to commit their time
and energy to in-depth arts cover-
age - and who are brave enough
to extend their own art experi-
ences into public discussion and
debate. That we are even having a
conversation in the Tripod about
how to write about art is an
encouraging sign of a Trinity arts
culture on the rise.
PROF. KATHARINE POWER
THEATER AND DANCE DEPT.
Dakan Misinterprets
Costume as Sexist
To the Editor:
One might be tempted to
peruse Lindsay Dakan's facebook
profile after reading her shrill,
blanket attack on the males of
Trinity College. Doing so, one
would find a picture of her
dressed in costume as a fisher-
man. Arguably, like the costume
of Derek Chase she attacked last
week (also found as a picture on
facebook) as being a symbol of
hyper-masculinity and sexism, her
costume, if worn by a male,
might fall victim to the same
interpretation. Let us hope that it
does not.
Applying bunk Freudian sym-
bology to the Halloween cos-
tumes worn by 20-year-old college
students or to a pellet gun that
drunken males might carry is just
that - interpretation. And apply-
ing such an interpretation to a
man who over the past week has
repeatedly and publicly apolo-
gized for another "ism" (one for
which he is far more culpable) is
viciously opportunistic.
Dakan should be commended
for speaking about the very real
issues of gender on campus, and
as a male, it is not my place to
judge whether or not she has
accurately gauged the atmosphere
at Trinity. However, when she
draws gross caricatures such as,
"I'd be willing to bet that what
was at the forefront of Chase's
mind that night was not how fun
it would be to make fun of black
people but how fun it would be
to rub his (scantily clad) penis up
against someone," her outrage
ceases to be productive. It simply
becomes outrageous.
ED WALTERS
CLASS OF 2008
The Tripod Mini-Feed
On a scale of 13-year-olds on Myspace
to Trinity golf tournaments*
*Okay, so we can all probably agree that those model shots were
taken by creepy Uncle Bob
- or your friendly local police department -
and that Myspace harems
are a 1,
but MF understands that some may be skeptical about the golf.
(She was.)
A certain news editor/golf star, though, insists that competing with
the Trinity golf team is
a worthwhile weekend activity, a service to the College,
and a 10.
ice-skating: 8
MF's dream as a 5-year-old was to be an
Olympic figure skater. For serious. Life goal.
MF has other (maybe less lofty) life goals
now, but free skate at the new hockey rink
right around the corner is still pretty exciting.
snow storm fake-outs: 2
Dear Weather Gods,
It is December. (Just a reminder.)
Yours,
Mini-Feed
P.S. Deceitful weathermen - not helping any.
Chanukah songs: 7
MF can really identify with the song "I Had a
Little Dreidel" (although her little dreidels
were usually made out of plastic, not clay).
And, since "Rock of Ages" isn't exactly piped
through the West Farms Mall starting the
week before Thanksgiving, Chanukah songs
can offer, holiday cheer without the commer-
cialism overdose of Rudolph and friends.
The Trinity Tripod
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New Planning and Budget Council Aims To Thwart Fiscal Crisis
By LAUREN TURUK
ARTS EDITOR
BILLCOSGROVE
STAFFWRITER
A presentation by President
Jimmy Jones and members of the
administration was held on
Monday and Tuesday in the
Washington Room to discuss the
proposed budget for the 2008 fis-
cal year and to update the Trinity
community on the financial
health of the College. While
acknowledging that "it will take
years, not months," to confront
the financial challenges Trinity is
facing, Jones believes that the
"College is turning the prover-
bial corner" and projected a bal-
anced budget for 2008.
Last April, Jones spoke on
the financial stateof the-College
and laid out what needs to be
done to solve Trinity's long-term
financial challenges. Among the
problems he noted were: an
endowment that is relatively
small compared to competing
institutions, an unexpected
increase in utility and health ben-
efit costs, significant debt serv-
ice, and the discovery of many
unfunded programs at the
College.
At those addresses, the presi-
dent had presented a series of ini-
tiatives he hoped would fix the
systemic problems lying inside
the operating budget of the
College. "We have, for the most
part, been using band-aids - some
of them tourniquet size - to
address our financial challenges,"
explained Jones last spring. "We
have no choice but to find
thoughtful, . permanent solu-
tions."
One way the administration
sought to find those solutions
was by forming the Planning and
Budget Council, a group com-
prised of faculty, staff and admin-
istration that is in charge of cre-
ating a process that would lead
to a five-year
"We are trying to
replace bad practices
with the best financial
management practices.
[We now] have a firm
grasp on the College's
financial realities."
-President Jimmy Jones
p l a n n i n g
model for the
future alloca-
tion of college
r e s o u r c e s .
Seven cate-
gories are con-
s i d e r e d :
A c a d e m i c
Programs and
S u p p o r t ;
Administration
a n d
Infrastructure;
Athletics; Auxiliary Services;
Global and Urban Programs;
Information Technology; and
Student Life and Support.
Each team was asked to make
recommendations as to how
resources should be allocated
within their area assuming that
the percentage of the operating
budget to be spent in that area
would remain the same, and
identifying how those recommen-
dations would change if the
funds available for that area were
reduced by 10 percent. In order
to propose recommendations,
each team was to review budget
data for its project area as well as
comparative data from other col-
leges. Before submitting reports
to the PBC, each team was to
identify how its recommenda-
tions link to the mission and
goals of the College.
In the spring, Jones rejected
the notion that Trinity is in a
financial crisis. He did, however,
caution that failure
to confront the
many fiscal prob-
lems the College is
facing will likely
result in a crisis.
"Trinity does not
have a budget cri-
sis like those faced
at some of our
other sister institu-
tions," he said at
the time. "But I
cannot deny that
we have serious
issues to confront."
At yesterday and today's pre-
sentations, Jones and other
administration members
expressed cautious optimism
about the financial state of the
College and seemed confident
that things are getting better.
The recommendations .made
by the PBC were confidential
until yesterday's presentation
when campus administrators
shared a draft version of the pro-
posed budget for the 2008 fiscal
year. The actual budget will be
presented for approval to the
Board of Trustees in March.
After stressing that "we are
trying to replace bad practices
with the best financial manage-
ment practices" in higher educa-
tion, Jones thanked the PBC and
the Trustee Committee on
Financial Affairs for their work,
which has allowed the College to
"have a firm grasp on [its] finan-
cial realities." He then gave the
podium to Trinity's Vice
President for Finance and
Treasurer, Early Reese.
Reese gave a PowerPoint pres-
entation detailing the 2008 pro-
posed budget. He announced
that Trinity will have to reduce
see REESE on page 4
Lauren Turlik
Vice President of Finance Early Reese lays out budget plans at the P&BC meeting.
Dow, Hazelton Stress Academic Standards for Prospective Athletes
By JAMES KUKSTIS
NEWS WRITER
An open forum was held in
Gallows Hill, hosted by the
"Sports Across American
Culture" Theme house on
Thursday, Nov. 30. The four resi-
dents, sophomores Justin
Sweeney, Elliott Katz, Andrew
Quinn, and David Lindner, host-
ed Dean of Admissions Larry
Dow and Athletic Director Rick
Hazelton, who answered ques-
tions regarding athletic recruiting
and whether athletes have an
advantage in the admissions
process.
New England Small College
Athletic Conference rules prohib-
it coaches from traveling off cam-
pus for recruiting efforts to
prospective students' homes or
schools. They can visit summer
training camps and sports tourna-
ments. The majority of names,
then, come in from high school
coaches, who respond to mass
mailings sent out by Trinity
coaches. The mailings outline the
type of player and the type of stu-
dent who would be likely to gain
admission to the College and play
on a team.
One such e-mail, sent out last
spring by an assistant Trinity foot-
ball coach, caused a minor uproar
on campus when it implied that
high school football prospects
could gain admission with cre-
dentials far below median admit-
tance standards. It cited that play-
ers with a minimum 2.5 GPA and
850 SAT score should consider
applying to Trinity. The e-mail
was accidentally sent out to stu-
dents and faculty at the College,
as well as the high school coach-
es to whom it was directed.
"Those numbers were ficti-
tious," said Hazelton. The coach
who sent out the letter was new
to Trinity, and was using a base
letter from his previous position
at Fordham University in New
York City. The e-mail had not
been finished, with the Fordham
expected credentials still in place,
and was accidentally sent instead
of saved. An editorial in the May
2006 edition of the Tripod
expounded on the issue.
"Mistakes happen," Hazelton
said. "We tried to get with the
Tripod, with the student who
wanted to write about this. She
called me and asked what the
standards were and I said, 'Well,
what you are saying is not true.'
That's the mistake."
"We are certainly not looking
for people at that level. There is
no way that [Larry Dow] is going
to accept those people. We would
be crazy to waste our time bring-
ing those academic credentials of
our athletes, football or whatever
sport, to admissions [...] This was
an entirely honest mistake made
by this brand new coach [...] I
think the student thought that we
were lying, that we really do do
these things."
Hazelton also said that he has
since asked that all head coaches
review this type of mass mailing
before sending it out, in order to
prevent further mistakes. At the
beginning of each academic year,
members of the Admissions
Office meet with all of the coach-
es to describe the type of student
they should be looking for, and
to provide them with the infor-
mation they need to provide to
high school coaches and students.
"We all want to work in a fash-
ion that spares confusion and
avoids misunderstanding and so
the more we can help each other
understand what is going on the
better off we'll all be," said Dow.
All decisions concerning admis-
sion rest solely on the admissions
officers, a policy agreed on by all
members of the NESCAC.
"In our conference, NESCAC,
we've agreed that obviously deci-
sions are made by admissions
officers and everyone in the
league understands that there is
no NESCAC coach, certainly no
Trinity coach, that thinks that he
or she has the authority to make
a decision or even convey a deci-
sion," said Dow.
"It's all regulated and agreed
upon throughout the NESCAC
that decisions will of course only
be made by admissions officers
and they will only be communi-
cated through admissions offi-
cers. What this does is it not only
ensures that the candidates are
getting the right kind of informa-
tion but it also just puts a sem-
blance of order into all of this,"
he said.
Coaches work with the admis-
sions officers to gain a sense of
whether it would be worthwhile
to pursue a candidate. "They may
ask us for a general idea: particu-
larly what they are looking for is
a reaction if we were to feel that it
just didn't look like it would be in
the cards to work out," Dow said.
"And if we can give a coach
that kind of early advice then
they can spend their energy more
effectively. It also truly gets to be
a help for them to be able to tell
a student and in a sense back off
on the recruiting. We work as col-
leagues in that sense," he said.
Athletics are viewed, in the
Admissions Office, as a special
talent that help balance a class as
well as create diversity amongst
that class. Dow cited the
Performing Arts department
see WE on page 5
Sam Lin
Larry Dow and Rick Hazelton react to student assertions about student athlete admissions.
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Reese Says Balancing Budget Necessary For Financial Stability
continued from page 3
its operating budget by $4.3 mil-
lion over the next three years in
order to shrink the gap between
revenues and expenses. Despite
that, Reese is "very optimistic"
that Trinity will be a top liberal
arts college for years to come "if
we stick to our goals."
He identified four key priori-
ties that the budget must incor-
porate. The first was to ensure
the College's financial stability
for the long term. In order to do
that, it is imperative that Trinity
maintains a balanced operating
budget, grows the endowment
and Annual Fund, builds reserves
(a "rainy day" fund), leverages
debt capacity, reduces its spend-
ing rate to 5 percent, and keeps
five-year financial projections at
all times.
A second goal of the College
is to attract top students, Reese
said, and the budget reflects that
in the following ways: maintain-
ing a competitive student - to -
faculty ratio, developing a strong
urban and global curriculum,
maintaining upkeep of student
spaces (dormitories, athletic
fields), offering internship
opportunities in Hartford and
abroad, and being committed to
offering as much financial aid to
students as possible (which Reese
said will contribute to the diver-
sity of the student body).
The third priority of the
College is to attract and retain
distinguished faculty and staff.
Reese explained that it will be
necessary to offer competitive
salaries, as well as attractive bene-
fits (health and pension plans) to
ensure that Trinity's faculty
remains strong. This comes on
the heels of a salary freeze last
year that all faculty and staff suf-
fered as a result of the steps the
College decided to take to
address the major financial short-
comings it faced at the time.
Increasing funds for faculty
research and development will
also help bring high quality pro-
fessors to Trinity, said Reese.
Lastly, Reese noted that main-
taining facilities on campus must
be a key priority for the College,
which currently has $77 million
in deferred maintenance costs. By
constantly renovating class-
rooms, laboratories, dormitories,
and office space, Trinity will be
able to avoid the problems that
have plagued it in the recent
past. For example, the Jarvis and
Seabury renovations will begin
this May and are scheduled to
last for 14 months. These renova-
tions are necessary after it was
discovered last year that the
structural problems within those
buildings were much more seri-
ous than originaEy thought. By
making facility upkeep a priority,
the College hopes to avoid simi-
lar types of problems in the
future.
The 2008 proposed budget
will have net revenue of $101.3
million, an increase of $1.5 mil-
lion over the 2007 net revenue.
This increase in revenue comes
from a variety of sources, includ-
ing: a 5 percent increase in
tuition, an increase in Annual
Gifts of $700,000 (which Reese
called "very significant"), a
decrease in the endowment
spending rate, and an increase in
financial aid by $3.5 million.
Weighed against the increase in
net revenue is a $1.5 million
increase in total expenses of the
College. This is a result of the
following: adding $3 million to
ensure that the budget is consis-
tent in meeting the key priorities
listed above, lower debt service,
decreasing reserve funds by
$500,000, committing $900,000
to facility upkeep, and reducing
spending by $4.5 million over
the next three years in order to
have a balanced budget.
Reese projected that the
endowment, which is projected
to be close to $400 million by
2008 but still ranks in the bot-
tom third compared to similar
institutions, will grow to $750
million by 2017. Administrators
hope that a six-year capital cam-
paign that began last July, com-
bined with a commitment to
reducing the endowment spend-
ing rate, will shift Trinity's
endowment into the middle third
of the institutions it regularly
competes against for students.
Allowing the endowment to grow
"is the key," said Reese, and
Jones agreed. "The big economic
liability is the size of the endow-
ment," he said. "Our ambition is
News In Brief
Human Rights Week at Trinity
Human Rights students at Trinity College have organized the second annual
Human Rights Week. This week-long series of events aim to raise awareness on impor-
tant human fights issues and to foster a human rights culture on campus. The week
builds up to the celebration of International Human Rights Day on Dec. 10.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Tuesday, Dec. 5:
Human Rights Program Open House
6:30 p.m.:Human Rights Program House, 115 Allen Place
Presentation by the students of FYSM-102-Debating Human Rights
Sponsored by Human Rights Program.
Wednesday, Dec. 6:
Movie screening: Darfur Diaries: A Message from Home
7:30 p.m.: Cinestudio
Discussion pane! after the screening with Maryam Elahi, Director of the Human
Rights Program; Michael Niemann, Associate Professor of International Studies;
Janet Bauer, Associate Professor of International Studies; and Chris Doucot,
Founding Member of the St. Martin de Porres Catholic Worker Community In
Hartford '
Sponsored by the First Year Seminar "Debating Human Rights," SUSHI, Amnesty
Internationa!, Cinestudio and the Human Rights Program.
Friday, Dec. 8:
Concert Celebrating International Human Rights Day
9:30 p.m.: Gallows Hill
Featuring Trinity College's own musicians.
Sponsored by Darfur Coalition, Amnesty International and the Human Rights
Program.
to double it by 2015."
Another goal is to reduce the
College's $77 million in deferred
maintenance. The goal, explained
Reese, is to decrease that by $35
million over the next five years
once the renovations of the Long
Walk and Trinity Commons are
complete. Additionally, the
College will arm to renovate a
minimum of four classrooms
each year in order to maintain
facility upkeep.
Dean of Faculty and Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Rena Fraden spoke next. She
stressed the need for more
tenure-track faculty and the com-
petitive salaries it will take to
attract top professors. Fraden
hopes to increase the number of
tenured faculty and decrease the
amount of adjunct professors on
campus. "We are attracting
absolutely first-rate applicants"
for tenure-track faculty, she said.
Fraden announced that the
academic budget will be reduced
by 5 percent over the next three
years and department budgets
have been reduced by 10 percent.
The dean said that "these cuts
will not cripple us."
Fraden also said that a goal of
hers is to endow 16 chairs on
campus and raise funds for stu-
dent and faculty research. She
noted that an increase of
$150,000 will be available for stu-
dents next year for science
research. The Dean aims to
strengthen the curriculum com-
mitment to urban and global
programs, which she hopes the
announcement of a new Dean of
Urban and Global programs in
the spring will help accomplish.
A new general education require-
ment may be forthcoming that
focuses on urban and global
engagement.
Vice President for College
Advancement Ron Joyce provid-
ed an update on the College's
capital campaign, which, from
July 1 to Nov. 1, had raised $54.9
million. Joyce called this "a terrif-
ic start" to a campaign that he
hopes will raise $300 million over
the next six years. Jones said "the
early part of the campaign has
been reassuring and empower-
ing."
Joyce broke down the cam-
paign to show where the funds
are projected to go to. For finan-
cial aid and the endowment, the
Advancement team has a goal of
raising $95 million. For faculty
chairs and academic initiatives,
Joyce hopes to raise $85 million.
$75 million is projected to fond
campus improvements, and $45
million will be put towards the
Trinity Fund.
Jones finished up the presen-
tation by emphasizing that the
"school has made enormous
progress," but again said that it
will take years to secure Trinity's
long-term excellence and finan-
cial stability.
"Our realities were discourag-
ing," said the president. "But it is
undeniable that the College has
made a great deal of progress in
a very short amount of time. I've
never been more optimistic of
the financial future of the school
as I am today."
PBC Highlights
"It will take years, not
months."
Recently, the PBC has
formed a five-year planning
model and considers ways
to allocate college
resources, if funds were
reduced by 10 percent.-
Jones projects a balanced
budget for fiscal year 2008.
"We
replace
toare trying
bad practices
with the best financial
management practices
The College must
reduce the operating budg-
et by $4.3 million over the
next three years.
Despite budget reduc-
tions, administrators say the
budget must be consistent
with Trinity's goals:
- Ensuring the College's
financial stability for the
long term
- Attracting top students
- Attracting and retain-
ing distinguished faculty
and staff
- Maintaining facilities
Endowment "is the key/3
The projected endow-
ment will be close to $400
million by 2008. The
College's goal is to double
this amount by 2015. A
larger endowment would
rank Trinity more favorable
compared to competing
institutions.
"These cuts will not
cripple us."
The academic budget
will be reduced by 5 per-
cent over the next three
years. Department budgets
have been reduced by 10
percent. Additional money
will be granted for student
and faculty research next
year. Trinity stills aims at
strengthening the curricu-
lum commitment to urban
and global programs.
"Our realities were dis-
couraging, but it is
undeniable that the
College has made a
great deal of progress in
a very short amount of
time. I've never been
more optimistic of the
financial future of the
school as I am today.1*
As of Nov. 1 the
College's capital campaign
has raised $54.9 million.
Tutorial To Remain On
Hold Due To Finances
December 5,2006
By DANIEL ZAUDERER
NEWS WRITER
Budgetary considerations
have forced the Tutorial College
program to remain dormant.
Tutorial College is "A 'college
within the College' [which]
offers a unified living and learn-
ing environment where about 50
students join five professors
from five departments to pursue
their interests in common read-
ings, experiments, and discus-
sions," as stated in the pro-
gram's 2003 brochure. It was
"abandoned" prior to the start
of the present school year "in
order to save money," according
to Professor Richard T. Lee, the
program's founder:
"The official reason was that
the program cost too much. It
took five faculty from their reg-
ular departments who needed to
be replaced," said Professor
Michael Niemann, a professor
for Tutorial College last school
year. "I'm not holding my
breath that it will be reinstated.
We've been told that the finan-
cial difficulties will be around
for another five years or so and
I don't expect any new initia-
tives that cost money,"
Niemann continued.
"As far as I know, the pro-
gram is cancelled with no re-
start date being planned," Lee
said.
Previous Tutorial professors
remain frustrated over the pro-
gram's absence. "The suspen-
sion of tutorial deprived over 30
students of their educational
goals for their sophomore year,"
We Work With Coaches, Dow Says
continued from page 3
see PROFS on page 6
receiving vocal tracks, the Fine
Arts department receiving portfo-
lios, and the English department
receiving writing samples from
prospective students as similar
efforts that help add diversity to a
class.
"Athletics, from my perspec-
tive, is one of those many things
that at some point you're going
to think, in this group of candi-
dates, what have we done on the
athletic side?" said Dow.
"At some point in the process
it might matter whether someone
is going to major in Engineering
or English. It won't be the over-
riding factor for 5,000 decisions,
but you couldn't go through all
5,000 decisions and never pay
attention to "what are we devel-
oping here in terms of the inter-
ests that these students will
bring." he said.
Dow stressed that developing
a diverse student body at Trinity
goes beyond trying to boost our
average SAT score to compete
with those of other NESCAC
schools. He says he believes in the
quality of the student body he
has admitted.
"If I throw all the Trinity SATs
in a pile, I know 'that our average
is not going to be as high as
Williams' average. Okay. I accept
that. But Admissions is a lot more
things than that. We all end up
measuring ourselves on [SAT
scores] or the U.S. News - these
fairly superficial measures," he
said.
Dow says he understands and
is sympathetic to concerns that
admitted athletes should not have
credentials that are consistently
below those of other students.
"We want all of our teams to
be representative of our student
•body to the extent that we can
make them so. And defining the
representation then naturally has
to at some point reflect whatever
criteria you want to use to define
things. What you end up is going
back to the same things, SATs for
the most part."
He points out that maintain-
ing this standard for athletes is
not lowering the quality of admit-
ted students, but simply going
after a student body that is realis-
tic for Trinity.
"We're competing very well
and we're going for our kind of
students. People want to read that
in the worst way, but that's really
the only way you can work
towards representation if you're
going to pick out an item to
define representation. We do get
a little concerned about those
kinds of things because it tends to
somehow hurt the feelings of
Alumni who feel this has belittled
Trinity and it's just unfortunate."
The GaveS: SGA This Week
library Locks: The SGA passed a resolution that will fund new computer locks
that will be used in the Library. The main purpose of this resolution is to let
students take responsibility themselves to stifle the recent theft of laptops.
Fiscal responsibility: The SGA passed a resolution that allows some of the
information about how it spends its money to be posted to the Trinity
CoEege Community. Recently there have been complaints that no one knows
where the money the SGA decides to spend goes. Additionally, any questions
regarding this issue can be directed towards the Office of Campus life.
SGA and Relay for life: SGA has decided that the party it is sponsoring will
be combined with Relay For life. All of die funds raised on Friday, April 13
will go directly to Relay For life. It is very important that all of the student
body come to this party and support both SGA and Relay For life..
Speaker: The SGA is currently working to bring a speaker on racial diversity
to Trinity. Last night, the SGA passed a resolution stating that it will help fund
the speaker along with donations from other organizations on campus.
Diversity Committee: SGA created a Diversity Committee that non-student
members will be able to attend. This committee is sponsored by the SGA and
will consist mainly of SGA members and any people wanting to participate.
Diversity is an issue on campus and the SGA hopes that people of all back-
grounds will attend this meeting.
Compiled by Joseph Meiillo '09
Sam Lin
Students gather with Dow and Hazleton to discuss relations between the Admission's Office, coaches, and athletes.
OCL Stresses Independence, Lower Costs of OffCampus Housing
continued Scorn page 1
she noted. Alford and Walker
both acknowledged that off-
campus living would be a suit-
able alternative for students who
would like to save money
and/or live a more independent
lifestyle."
The third avenue is the
Connecticut Culinary Institute,
which began
housing Trinity
students this
year just west of
D o w n t o w n .
Walker spent a
good amount of
her e-mail dis-
cussing CCI
and attempted
to dispel certain
rumors. "While
I admit that the
shuttle and
transportation
are problems,"
she said, "the
overall living conditions at CCI
are very good, and in some
cases superior to those on the
Hartford campus."
One of the main student
worries now being addressed by
the SGA committee and OCL is
"They're the biggest
class, and I think
they've gone through
the freshman experi-
ence, and they should
be subject to the same
worries that other class-
es have about living
off-campus."
- Christian Montoya '09
how each class will be affected.
As noted in Walker's email,
"The class of 2009 will shoulder
the brunt... because many mem-
bers of the upcoming junior
class will decide to study
abroad, and thus will not be
present on the Hartford cam-
pus." Walker went on to say that
she and her committee will be
working to get the class of 2010
to also share the
burden of the
housing crunch.
Interviewed
students offered
varying opinions
on the situation.
C h r i s t i a n
Montoya '09 sug-
gested that the
Class of 2010
should bear the
burden. "They're
the biggest class,
and I think
they've gone
through the
freshman experience, and they
should be subject to the same
worries that other classes have
about living off-campus," he
said.
Others suggested a share of
the burden among the classes.
"I feel that no specific class
should have to bear the bur-
den," said Sarah Schoenbeck
f09. "It's unfair that any one
class should be exempt from the
possibility of living off-campus."
"Some of us just have to
make sacrifices for Trinity, and
take one for the team," said
Krystyna Soljan '09
A phone interview with
DeBaun revealed details of a
likely lottery scenario come
May 3 and 4, when the three ris-
ing classes pick housing for the
next school year. According to
DeBaun, rising seniors would
have the opportunity to pick
on-campus housing during the
first day. Prior to rising juniors
picking housing on the follow-
ing day, OCL staff will calculate
how many on-campus beds
remain after subtracting the
number of seniors who elected
for on-campus housing, rising
sophomores, and expected
freshmen. This would produce a
"cutoff5 number in which rising
juniors with lottery numbers
above this value would get on-
campus housing picks while jun-
iors with numbers below would
have to find off-campus apart-
ments. However, DeBaun noted
that, with the number of juniors
going abroad in the fall, "there
may be enough [on-campus]
beds" for remaining class mem-
bers.
Sophomores will also pick
on May 4 after the juniors and
will have the CCI option open
to them. If CCI spaces are still
available following the sopho-
more lottery, juniors who did
not receive on-campus housing
will be able to pick CCI.
Students currently living in CCI
will be elevated in the lottery so
as to insure they have the on-
campus housing option.
Alford stated that a thor-
ough letter to parents had been
drafted last week alongside OCL
staff and addresses these
options along with additional
information for the students
most affected by the plan.
"Once we have identified the
students who will be most
affected, we will make special
efforts to make sure they are
informed about special pro-
grams such as a Realtor Fair,
tours of the CCI, and work-
shops on renting an apartment
and living in a neighborhood,"
he said.
Crescent Street apartments.
many of which are owned by
Trinity, are expected to become
a popular off-campus option
due to their proximity to cam-
pus buildings. To facilitate rent-
ing, David Lemkuil, currently a
property manager for some of
the apartments, will become
property manager for all
Crescent Street _  apartments
including the 30 now controlled
by Trinity. DeBaun said this
would allow students to lease
through Lemkuil and bypass the
Trinity housing costs.
Walker and OCL both noted
that off-campus apartments
would certainly save students
money. Hartford two-bedroom
apartments ranging from
Crescent Street properties to
locations in the upscale West
End would come out to
between $250 and $400 a
month, including utilities if
shared by four people. In com-
parison, the current Trinity
housing rate costs a student
$644 per student.
In addition to OCL's off-
campus housing resources and
forthcoming Web site, the SGA
Housing Committee will host a
seminar next semester entitled
"Off-Campus Living 101."
The Trinity Tripod
Profs Frustrated at Tutorial Suspension
continued from page 5
said Niemann, noting that the
program scheduled for this year
had already recruited 30 stu-
dents upon its cancellation. He
continued, "It also meant that
an enormous amount of work
that we (the four faculty mem-
bers who ran it last year) put in
to the program was for naught."
Lee said, "I was very, very
disappointed that adequate
funding was not provided to
Tutorial. Of course the budget
was - and is - tight. But
Tutorial should have been an
educational priority. It was fast
on the way to becoming one of
the College's Flagship programs.
No other school in the country
has a program like it."
Others echoed Lee's senti-
ment that the program should
be re-instated. "I'm inclined to
think it should be re-instated,
probably in modified form, if
and when financial conditions
permit," Associate Academic
Dean J. Ronald Spencer, who
assisted Lee in developing the
program, said.
During its short six year life
span, Tutorial College was
praised for both its unique
approach and its gifted students.
"I founded Tutorial because I
thought it was the best way to
preserve the ideal of a liberal
arts education, which I saw as
endangered, and because sopho-
mores need the particular kind
of educational experience that
Tutorial uniquely offered," Lee
said.
He went on to describe the
ideal educational experience:
"Tutorial was (is) devoted to the
proposition that for at least
once in a student's career his or
her thinking ought to be
allowed to go where the subject
matter wants to go. Boundaries
between fields and departments
ought to be ignored, at least just
this once. In addition, each stu-
dent's imagination and powers
of independent thinking ought
to be given center stage."
Professors had only praise
for Tutorial College's students.
"It took me out of the position
of expert and allowed me to
relate to the students in the pro-
gram as another learner. We
learned together," Niemann
said.
Lee commented, "I did the
best teaching of my 45-year long
career in Tutorial. The students
were terrific - I loved them all,
even the ones I did not like."
Previous Tutorial Professor
Dan Lloyd noted that "without
Tutorial, our research indicated
that about 2/3 of these sopho-
mores would have transferred.
Tutorial was a great retention
program for some very interest-
ing people."
Contrary to the popular
belief .that Tutorial College stu-
dents separated themselves from
the college, "Tutorial students
were far more involved in the
life of the college than most
other students," Niemann said.
Lloyd commented that,
"These supercharged sopho-
mores continue on at Trinity as
junior and senior innovators and
leaders. Zeta Omega Eta [a fem-
inist sorority on campus] and
the International Hip - Hop
Festival are just two examples of
projects created out of Tutorial
which benefit the entire commu-
nity."
Although no replacement
program exists for Tutorial
College, Niemann and other col-
leagues formed a reading semi-
nar for students who had been
accepted before the program's
suspension. "The reading semi-
nar was nice but it was no sub-
stitute for Tutorial," he said.
Several students agree that
the reading seminar is not a
valid substitute for the Tutorial
experience. "I feel that there
isn't a strong enough connec-
tion with the professors, since
they are always rotating
around," Paul Kwon '09 said. He
than elaborated on the shortage
of time allotted for discussion.
"Since the class meets twice a
week, there isn't enough time to
explore the readingin depth."
Tutorial College has addi-
tionally been likened to the Fred
Pfeil Community Project. "The
Fred is a group living together
with the aim to create a space
on campus where intellectual
endeavors outside the classroom
are the norm rather than the
exception," said Niemann.
Want to work on The Trinity Tripodi
Tripod is currently looking for writers,
photographers, and online staffers for next
semester.
Please contact:
tripod@trincoll.edu - if you are interested in writing or
drawing for the Tripod
David.Pietrocola@trincoll.edu - if you are interested in
working for the Tripod online
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Campus Safety Report
Friday, Dec. 1
At 9:30 p.m., a student report-
ed being assaulted by a neigh-
borhood youth, who was walk-
ing with a group of three
friends. This assault took place
near the Hamlin arch.
Immediately upon receiving
the report, officers found the
four youths on campus, and
they attempted to flee.
Campus Safety and Hartford
Police immediately captured
the four. One of the youths
was charged with assault, one
with threatening, and two with
criminal trespass.
Officers responding to a noise
complaint in the Summit South
residence hall encountered
several underage students
drinking and engaging in
drinking games.
Several bottles of alcohol and
cans of beer were confiscated,
along with a "pong" table.
Also, one student was written
up for refusing to show his stu-
dent ID when asked. This mat-
ter was referred to the Dean
of Students Office.
Officers responded to numer-
ous simultaneous fire alarms
at the Summit North residence
hall at 7 a.m. Upon arrival offi-
cers and Hartford firefighter
discovered a malfunction in
the alarm system, which had
caused the alarm activations.
The Trinity College alarm tech-
nicians completed repairs
immediately.
Saturday, Dec. 2
Officers responding to a noise
complaint in the Elton resi-
dence hail encountered three
underage students consuming
alcohol. One of the students
attempted to evade responsi-
bility by providing a fraudulent
driver's license to Campus
Safety Officers, which was
confiscated. This matter was
referred to the Dean of
Students Office.
A student in the Summit South
residence hail reported the
theft of her wallet. The student
stated that the wallet was left
in her purse in the commors
area of her room, and thai
upon returning to her room
after a short absence, the wal-
let was missing. This incident is
being investigated by the
Campus Safety Dept
Officers responding to a noise
complaint in the Cook resi-
dence hall met with an
RA, who stated that upon
entering the room, all occu-
pants fled the room and exited
the building. Several contain-
ers of alcohol, along with sev-
eral items of drug parapherna-
lia, were found in plain sight
and were confiscated. This
matter was referred to the
Dean of Students Office.
Does Facebook say that your
Bestie has a B-day coming
up?
Give him the royal
treatment!
Send your message and a
photo to
tripod@trincolLedu
by Friday and we will
publish it in the next
issue.
Eighth page ads = $15
(see ad to left)
Sixteenth page ads = $7.50
The Tripod will use its discretion in publication,
so please be responsible!
The Trinity Tripod
OPINIONS
The Fred Offers Haven
Only for Intellectualism
By ANONYMOUS
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
From the
outside, it is a
shining beacon
of an alterna-
tive social
scene, the last
bastion of
defense against
the debauchery and drunken stu-
por of the frater-
nities; however,'
the core of the
Fred is rotten.
Beneath the veil
of reading post-
modern poetry
lies a hazy layer
of smoke, induc-
ing hallucinatory
discussions on
fighting the
establishment.
Luckily, the lethargy that smok-
ing brings renders them too lazy
to actually do anything. I am one
of these creatures, yet I stand on
the fringes of this intellectual fra-
ternity, my mind clear (and
sober) enough to see the deca-
dence of this society.
For these few "intelligentsia,"
the wine goblet is half full. The
Fred appears to be fulfilling its
mission, welcoming all individu-
als into its arms, and providing
an outlet for those who wish to
remain sober. Only from the
inside, however, can one see the
The core of the Fred is
rotten. Beneath the veil
of reading postmodern
poetry lies a hazy layer
of smoke, inducing
hallucinatory discus-
sions on fighting the
establishment.
putrid essence. Although, events
have often had a modest
turnout, it became evident over
the weeks that these individuals
were the same ones as in the
weeks prior. The Fred managed
to capture a crowd of rebels,
intellectuals, and social misfits,
but failed to convince anyone
else. Yet who can blame them?
Despite the promise that the
organization was open to all, its
actions have said
otherwise. Matt
Milner's defense
of the Fred in the
Tripod a few
months prior
oozed intellectu-
alism, all bidden
under a (false)
message of a new
coming. Even
though the Fred
portrays itself as
a sober organization, many
events have, in the end, boiled
down to intelligent versions of
fraternity gatherings, drinking
Yellowtail instead of Keystone
Light.
Every cult has their renowned
members. The Priory of Sion
have Leonardo Da Vinci, the
Skull and Bones have George W.
Bush, and the Fred has an
entourage of Matt Milner '09,
Ben Schacht '08, and James
Murphy c08. These high priests
sec FRED on page 9
'Of Color' Status Not Yet
Seen as Typical for Trin
ByJOHNJABBOUR
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Since the
town hall-style
meeting at
C i n e s t u d i o
regarding inci-
dents of dis-
crimination, I
~~* have found
myself repeatedly having to defend
the statements I made that
evening. During that meeting, I
bluntly described the face of
Trinity to be a white student who
parties at fraternity houses and
uses cocaine. This article's pur-
pose is to provide my fellow peers
with a supplement to the state-
ments I made that evening in
order to encourage intellectual dis-
cussion of the matter.
My statements were initially a
response to one student who, with
all sincerity, wished for students to
see each other past our physical
selves and to not see skin color
among our fellow peers. The rea-
son I got up to speak on the
microphone was to dispute this
common, albeit sincere, notion of
color-blind acceptance. The truth
is that students of color at Trinity
are constantly reminded that they
do not fit the phenotypical norm
of the College. This is evident in
the way that students, faculty, and
staff behave in situations with stu-
dents of color.
As a man of color on campus,
I am often left to ask myself the
following questions: Why do circu-
lation-desk administrators at the
library require me to show my
identification card every time I
enter while right behind me my
white peers often escape this impo-
sition? "Why do I cause girls to
clutch their purses and begin to
pace faster simply walking to my
dorm on the Lower Long Walk?
And why, especially during my
driving hours at Campus Safety,
do I find it commonplace for stu-
dents and non-students alike to
belittle me in their actions and in
their speech? Essentially, I am led
to the same answer: I, John
Jabbour, am not what anyone
would expect a typical Trinity
College student to look or even
act like.
Still, I consider myself a nor-
mal college student - I am very
involved in my academics, I am
present at college functions, and I
even enjoy the company of my
December 5,2006
Ignorance Blaming Trin Admin, for
Sexism Inaccurate, FalseNot Excuse
for Racism
By EMMA BAYER
OPINIONS EDITOR
Ignorance
should not be
an excuse for
racism. Trinity,
an institute of
higher learn-
ing, should be
ashamed that a
student could publicly proclaim
his ignorance of racial issues in
place of an apology. Instead,
though, this somewhat unapolo-
getic form of apology has been
condoned by the administration
- because, whether made by an
individual or an institution, an
admission of ignorance is a lot
easier than an admission of
racism (or sexism or homopho-
bia).
I don't think Derek Chase
should have been scapegoated
for all of the racism (or sexism)
at Trinity, but I also don't think
it's appropriate to say that he
didn't realize what he was doing
or that he was just at the wrong
place at the wrong time. (He was
in blackface at the wrong place
at the wrong time, maybe, but
where and when would that have
been right?)
The administration (backed
by some students and some fac-
ulty, but still - the administra-
tion) used Chase as an example
of their efforts to reform any
individual racist who might sur-
face at Trinity. They used him as
a scapegoat for all of the coinci-
dentally simultaneous instances
of racism here - but at the same
time, they allowed him to deny
that he had done anything
racist. So, this scenario lets us
think, none of us are racist, only
Derek Chase, but - oh, wait -
Chase isn't racist, only ignorant.
So no one at Trinity is racist,
right?
no
I
see COLOR on page 10 see TRIN on page 10
ByJAYACUNZO
SPORTS WRITER
When I
read Lindsay
Dakan's article
" S e x i s m
Rampant at
Trin: Chase
Just One
Example" in
last week's issue of the Tripod, I
had half a mind to write a
response.
I was going to write as a het-
erosexual, white, upper-middle-
class, Christian male from subur-
ban Connecticut. I just laid out
myself in a nut-
shell for you in
an attempt to
hedge any
potential oppo-
sition to my
arguments in
this article - I
know I'm
minority,
thought about
how I might be
perceived in
writing against
such a sensitive
issue. Do I
even have the
right to say anything while all
these hot-button issues of race,
sexual orientation, and gender
are being discussed?
Normally, I would have noth-
ing to complain about. Sure, I
get the occasional crack about
my Italian heritage ... but all
from people lacking my naturally
tan skin and striking, dark fea-
tures, I assure you. I can't even
come close to imagining myself
in the shoes of the members of
the Trinity community who feel
threatened and/or discriminated
against based on their race or
sexual orientation. To those stu-
dents, I believe in your power to
create the needed change, and I
support your actions while striv-
ing for diversity, acceptance and
equality. I don't care if you're
white, black, gay, straight, bisexu-
Blaming our school
for the actions of a
minority of male stu-
dents in the college
world is blame mis-
placed. Believe it or
not, most males don't
sexually attack women
in their lifetimes, and
those who do exist at
every college.
al, transgender, Klingon, carnie
or otherwise - if you are a decent
human being (or Klingon),
you're okay by me. That's all
people should (but unfortunate-
ly, usually don't) judge you on.
When I read Dakan's article
in last week's issue, though, I
really was going to write a
response. I was going to write
about how the culture of sexual-
ly-predatory men which Trinity
apparently breeds is not some-
thing for which Trinity can be
blamed. Every college struggles
with sexual attacks. This in no
way justifies a lax attitude
towards the matter, but heaping
blame on Trinity
cannot improve a .
problem which is
not merely "ram-
pant at Trin."
But now it
becomes clear to
me. Advocates for
a l t e r n a t i v e
lifestyles and racial
equality have made
their voices heard
(and deservedly
so), so now it's
only logical that a
cry for women's
rights is made?
Blaming our school for the
actions of a minority of male stu-
dents in the college world is
blame misplaced. Believe it or
not, most males don't sexually
attack women in their lifetimes,
and those who do exist at every
college. Trinity isn't the big,
bad, male-centric institution
among all the schools with solu-
tions.
And yes, fraternities open
their doors to female students
more often than male students at
Trinity, as well as at every other
school. Yet I've seen girls turned
away from sorority parties while
well-dressed male students enter
with little trouble. And (small
detail overlooked by Dakan)
have you ever seen a dance party
see MOST on page 9
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Dear Jimmy President Jones«•« Answers
Students'
Questions
In your opinion,
what has been Trinity's
most impressive
achievement in the
two and one-half years
of your presidency?
The Tripod editors cer-
tainly do not flinch from
asking difficult to ponder
questions. It would be
really hard, if not impossible, for me to try to single
out one and only one aspect of the achievements
that others have made here at our College since my
wife and I arrived here in July of 2004. Since I can-
not possibly find one and only one aspect, let me try
my hand at naming a few of. the most critically
important.
First, I would have to cite the willingness of the
entire community to face our financial challenges
openly and honestly, however difficult some of our
choices have had to be. As I have written and said
before, in my idealized view of what a school ought
most to be, I have always thought of a school's com-
munity as a sort of family. Ergo, when difficult times
come, as they inevitably do to all schools as to all
families, a real community will band together, face
the challenges (whatever they happen to be), find
solutions to problems, and move on. This is what
Trinity has done since our financial challenges first
became apparent in December of 2004. We have
shared all information, have not hidden realities, and
have protected a certain number of priorities from
the outset: financial aid, particularly for our multi-
cultural students who come to Trinity via the Posse
or Oxbridge programs, our rebuilding of the
College's reserves and our plant fund to tend to this
beautiful campus we have been bequeathed by our
predecessors, etc. Recriminations have been few, and
support has been meaningful. I am certain that all
those students, faculty, and staff who have been kind
enough to send me scores of messages since we first
brought our issues public have no idea how much
those messages have meant to me.
Second, I would have to cite the remarkable success-
es of our Advancement division. Our colleagues and
friends in this arena have made historic moves on
Trinity's behalf, so much so that Trinity has been dis-
cussed at board meetings at other institutions, foun-
dations, and associations. The recent $3 million rec-
ommendation by a committee comprised of some of
the most distinguished leaders in the country to the
Mellon Foundation board is proof that Trinity is
playing on the most important fields in the land.
Having 97 percent of last year's senior class partici-
pate in the Trinity College Fund was acknowledged
at a recent board meeting of one of America's most
prominent schools, and the 10 percent increase in
alumni participation is another example of remark-
able progress made in a very short period of time.
That the Trinity College Fund grew by 40 percent in
two years' time is evidence that something out of the
ordinary is occurring at our College at this time.
Finally, and most importantly, I would have to cite
the achievements of the faculty, the students, and our
alumni as the primary reason why all our efforts to
improve Trinity are worth it. Each time our faculty
teach a transformational class, publish a paper or
book, deliver an address at a meeting of their peers,
each time our alumni do something to make their
respective environments better places, our flag is
flown. Many of our faculty colleagues have been
acknowledged with impressive prizes and outstanding
awards. That we are all able to serve here at Trinity
together is its own reward, a humbling one at that.
Please e-mail any questions for President
Jimmy Jones to tripod@trincoll.edu
NYC Shooting Might Not Be Racial
By KATE GKELLE
STAFF WRITER
The name
Amadou Dialio
had all but dis-
appeared from
the. American
consciousness
up until two
weeks ago. In
the early morning hours of Nov.
25, Sean Bell, a young black
man, was killed by a barrage of
police bullets: 50 shots, to be
exact. Bell had emerged from a
strip club in Queens minutes
before his death. The initial
details of his death were sketchy:
Bell was unarmed. He and some
friends had been celebrating his
last night of "freedom;" his mar-
riage was scheduled for that
afternoon.
Like Bell, Dialio was an
unarmed black man shot and
killed by a hail of police gunfire
(41 bullets). Like Bell, Dialio
was a resident of New York, and
like Bell, Diallo's death was
decried as police brutality and
racial profiling. However, unlike
Bell's case, the four police offi-
cers who shot Dialio were all
white.
What happened to Sean Bell
was a grave miscarriage of jus-
tice. The charges of police bru-
tality warrant a serious investiga-
tion, which is currently under-
way. However, before jumping
to the conclusion that the act
was racially motivated, there are
additional details (reported in a
Nov. 21 New York Times article)
that should be taken into
account.
Following a brief altercation
in front of the strip club, an
undercover officer claims to
have heard one of Bell's compan-
ions shout, "Yo, get my gun."
The same undercover officer
followed Bell and his friends to
their car. As they attempted to
leave, the officer stepped in
front of the car and flashed his
badge. Bell hit the officer with
his car.
After hitting the officer, Bell
continued driving forward and
rammed into an unmarked
police minivan. Bell then backed
onto the sidewalk, struck a
store's pull-down
gate, and then
struck the mini-
van for a second
time.
The under-
cover officer, two
officers in the
minivan, and two
officers in anoth-
er unmarked car
opened fire on
Bell's car, killing
him and critical-
ly injuring his
two passengers.
The first offi-
cer to open fire
was a black
Haitian; two offi-
cers were white,
and the other
two were Latino.
Bell should
not have died
that night Firing just one shot
in that scenario, let alone fifty,
was a direct violation of a rule in
the NYPD Patrol Guide which
states: "Police officers shall not
discharge their firearms at or
from a moving vehicle unless
deadly physical force is being
used against a police officer or
another person present, by
means other than a moving vehi-
cle." According to a New York
Times interview with Eugene
O'Donnell, a professor of police
studies at John Jay College of
While the charges of
excessive force against
the officers will be
extremely difficult to
refute, it is not quite as
clear that this is also a
case of racism. Unlike
Diallo's case, the offi-
cers involved were not
all white, and Bell had
slammed into a police
vehicle, twice. Would
the same officers have
shot at the car ... if the
driver was white?
Probably, though per-
haps not 50 times.
Criminal Justice, "The cops
shouldn't be firing unless they
have a clean line of fire. If they
have the time to establish that
shot they probably have time to
get out of the way."
Reverends Al Sharpton and
Jesse Jackson were among the
most outspoken accusers of
racial profiling in this case.
According to Jackson, "This is a
symbol, not an aberration. Our
criminal justice
system has bro-
ken down for
black Americans
and the young
black males."
While the
charges of exces-
sive force against
the officers will
be extremely dif-
ficult to refute, it
is not quite as
clear that this is
also a case of
racism. Unlike
Diallo's case, the
officers involved
were not all
white, and Bell
had slammed
into a police vehi-
cle, twice. Would
the same officers
have shot at the
car, given the circumstances, if the
driver was white? Probably,
though perhaps not 50 times.
Personally, I think that the
saddest aspect of this story is that,
as I write these words, trying to
argue that this isn't a race issue, I
also can't help but wonder: Is it?
Is it true that the officers' actions
were motivated more by the color
of Bell's skin than by bis erratic
driving? Is it true that no lessons
were learned from the death of
Amadou Dialio? I sincerely hope
not.
GOP Moves away from Neo-liberalism
ByWELLMANNEN
OPINIONS WRITER
As GOP
l a w m a k e r s
return to their
private firms,
they should
feel lucky.
With debacle
comes revela-
tion, so hopefully they'll realize
exactly when and where they
lost sight of conservatism. But
that signals two other questions:
did Republicans actually lose
sight of conservatism? And,
more importantly, what is con-
servatism?
Edmund Burke's 1790 essay
"Reflections on the Revolution
in France" paved the way for a
modern conservative ethos.
Burke saw the Jacobin creed for
what it was and warned the
world of "metaphysical abstrac-
tion." For him, "abstraction"
implied a lack of civility, order,
and justice. It's no surprise that
he considered England's hierar-
chy and trade to be the best safe-
guard against "levelers."
In a profound sense, Burke is
still right because he grasped the
inevitable failings of humanity.
When Robespierre preached
brotherhood, Burke knew it was
a bluff. He might have detected
other bluffs in another century.
But, in an equally profound
sense, Burke is wrong. That
doesn't mean his arguments
aren't valid. They just cannot
stand on their own. There will
always be progress, and hierar-
chies will always erode. Perhaps
it has something to do with that
other human inevitability,
growth. As Lincoln asked in
1860, isn't conservatism just
"adherence to the old and tried,
against the new and untried?"
Russell Kirk knew this and
reshaped Burkeanism in his bril-
liant 1953 work The
Conservative Mind. He showed
that conservative thinkers tend-
ed to have a deeper social under-"
standing than their Utilitarian
and Marxist opponents. Former
Bush speechwriter David Frum
rightly calls Kirk "an artist, a
visionary, almost a prophet."
But, he also notes, Kirk conveys •
"an image of how society might
better itself instead of putting
forth an actual "program." .
And that's the problem. In
the wake of change, conser-
vatism isn't a solution. This is
exemplified by Benjamin
Disraeli, the Tory prime minister
in the late 1800s. Disraeli was
helpless against the rising work-
ing class and had to offer it
some kind of plan. So he passed
a bill that enfranchised workers,
all of whom promptly voted him
out of office.
Though" Disraeli recovered,
his conservatism couldn't trans-
late into policy. But it could
translate into what Frum termed
the "image" of betterment.
Disraeli made the Tories a
"national party," strengthened
by the age-old edifice of Church
and Crown.
On these shores,
Republicans like Lincoln and
Theodore Roosevelt pioneered
their own "image" of better-
ment: conservatism tied to
America's history and imagina-
tion. Despite what he said about
the "old and tried," Lincoln
stressed the past, particularly the
roots of American freedom.
Roosevelt romanticized the
nation's energy and optimism.
Yet this conservatism gained
new meaning when it comple-
mented'the neo-liberal belief in
see WITHOUT on page 10
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Fred Pfeil Community Video Game Console Wars Heat Up
Project Closed-minded
continued from page 7
guide their masses through the
bowels of intellectualism. The
Fred may like to see itself as an
alternative to the fraternities, but
it has become what it has always
despised. It is a fraternity in
many aspects: they have their
own "house," a self-selected com-
munity, and many of its mem-
bers represent the same hive
mind mentality. The community
may not be entirely self-selected,
but when housing is determined
not by the Office of Residential
Life but by the high priests, the
true nature of the be*ast~biecomes
clear.
However, I have yet to delve
into the inner circles of this hell,
as I make my descent into the
darkness. What is truly rotten is
the bureaucracy of this society.
Every Sunday, members of this
sect come down from their
rooms, their minds still dazed
and confused. Having been to a
few meetings myself, I am able to
comment on their strange rituals.
For about a half hour, they com-
ment on the previous week's
event, which usually had a
mediocre turnout, yet they man-
age to be highly optimistic about
it. Then the true lunacy begins.
Preparations for the week's event
begin and what seem like simple
logistics spiral into a quagmire of
sub-committees and sub-sub
committees, all doing menial
tasks such as making flyers, buy-
ing drinks, and, of course, pur-
chasing special "liquids" for the
after-party. Apparently making
flyers would be beneath them,
unless it was under the guidance
of the "Organization for the
Propagation of the Soiree."
The Fred's mission is also one
that has already been fulfilled.
What were students doing before
there was such an organization?
Were these self-proclaimed social
revolutionaries walking aimlessly
around their dorms, running
into the same wall repeatedly? It
only takes one person to be a
nonconformist. There are already
options for sober students, such
as watching movies, going out
for a night on the town, or
maybe enjoying video games.
The Fred is not unique in pro-
moting an alternative option, so
it should go.
Summit East is a nice build-
ing, one of the nicest buildings
on campus even. Does it make
sense to dedicate the whole
building to the singular purpose
of providing an alternative social
scene? There's no need for a
social organization to have a res-
idence hall. It is also possible for
members of the Fred .to Eve else-
where, and to have meetings at a
designated place, such as Gallows
Hill. The building could serve a
much better usage only as a resi-
dence hall. What entitles the
Fred to occupy the spot in
Summit East?
The Fred is an ivory tower,
regardless of what the cult says.
Within the spotless exterior of
the building lies the belly of the
beast. With copies of Nietzsche's
Beyond Good and Evil in hand,
they preach from their high
throne, yet their end is near. As
things begin to deteriorate
around them, their words grow
louder, but no one is listening.
College Guys Not
Date Rapists, Chauvinists
continued from page 7
at a fraternity with just brothers
or at a sorority with just sisters?
Pretty awesome party, huh?
Plenty of people to dance with,
right?
But the problems I have with
each of Dakan's initial arguments
are relatively small when com-
pared to her closing statements.
That's why I really did have half
a mind to write a response to her
article. Dakan believes most
female students stand greater risk
of attack when a dance partner
offers to walk them home than
when encountering a Hartford
local on the Long Walk.
I have two problems with this
statement. First, everyone knows
that "can I walk you home" is no
different than saying, "I lost my
teddy bear, can I sleep with
you?" Especially (underlined,
italicized and in large bold print)
when alcohol is involved.
Asking Trinity to somehow com-
bat this is essentially saying,
"Help, institution not responsi-
ble for the actions of a few scum-
bags - I get drunk and make
poor decisions!" I'm sure Jimmy
Jones sits in his office all day
wondering how he can save the
students from accepting the con-
sequences of their actions.
Second, since when does an
encounter with a Hartford local
occur on the Long Walk? If I
told you that a random female
student was attacked by a local
last night, would you think
Seabury or Stowe? Please, intelli-
gent people of the Trinity com-
munity, don't be fooled into
thinking that the men on this
campus are just as bad (nay,
worse!) as a local who assaults a
Trinity student.
I was seriously going to write
a response voicing my opinion
on Dakan's article. I swear. Her
closing statement did not sit well
with me. She writes, "... guys,
stop holding your power over us,
pointing your 'guns' at us, and
creating a culture of domination,
fear and violence on this cam-
pus." So that is the core of the
article. Men are pigs, sexually
driven as a part of their evil
nature. They dominate, impose
their will and violently satisfy
their needs like a pack of wild
dogs.
I promise you, I had half a
mind to write a response to that.
Only the other half could
only think of sex and football.
ByJOETARZI
OPINIONS EDITOR
It seems like
just yesterday
that I was trying
to decide
whether to beg
my mom for a
S o n y
Playstation or a
Nintendo 64 - the hottest new
video game consoles on the block
for every 10-year-old in town. Ten
years later, Nintendo and Sony are
battling what are known as the
console wars once again, with
brand new consoles by Nintendo
and Sony, and Microsoft taking
the place of the recently deceased
Sega. The console wars have
occurred, every four or five years
since the not so epic battle
between the Nintendo
Entertainment System and the
Sega Master System in the mid-
1980s. Anyone who has an old
NES sitting in their attic knows
who the winner of that battle was.
The two major players in this
year's console war are the Sony
Playstation 3 and the Nintendo
Wii; the X-Box
360, having been
released a year ear-
lier, is feigning
neutrality. The
stakes are particu-
larly high for
both companies.
Nintendo is not
the powerhouse it
once was and,
while its
Nintendo 64 was
able to hold its
own against the
u p s t a r t
Playstation and
the ill-fated Sega
Saturn in 1996, its
most recent offer-
ing, the Nintendo
Gamecube, failed miserably in the
face of competition from the orig-
inal X-Box and the Playstation 2.
Another failure could place the
company's console division in the
The two major players
in this year's console
war are the Sony
Playstation 3 and the
Nintendo Wii ... The
stakes are particularly
high for both compa-
nies. Nintendo is not
the powerhouse it once
was and ... its most
recent offering, the
Nintendo Gamecube,
failed miserably in the
face of competition ...
same state as Sega's - non-existent.
. Nintendo's approach with the
Wii is quite innovative and very
different from any
previous video
game console.
The Wii is operat-
ed by a wireless
controller that is
sensitive to move-
ment; you can
swing it like a ten-
nis racket or a
golf club - it's the
next best thing to
actually being
o u t s i d e .
Nintendo obvi-
ously hopes that
innovations such
as this one, as well
as the system's
$250 price tag,
will entice con-
sumers.
Sony has taken a different
route. Despite the fact that its
see PS3 on page 10
Along the Long Walk
What would you be doing now if it had
actually snowed?
"Sledding down that hill over there."
Elyse Singer
CLASS OF 2009
"I'd be asleep."
Edward Wron
CLASS OF 200
"Making snow-angels."
Liese Redd
CLASS OF 2009
"Or having a snowball fight."
\. Megg Miller
' CLASS OF 2008
"Watching Christmas movies and drinking hot
chocolate."
Lauren Malinowski
CLASS OF 2007
"Tagging people from my High Rise window."
Paul Mounds
CLASS OF 2007
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Without Neo-liberalism,
Conservatism Devalued
continued from page 8
limited government. Reagan per-
sonified such a duo. He used an
old-fashioned "city on a hill"
mantra on one hand and legisla-
tion like the Recovery Tax Act
on the other. 1994's Republican
Revolution also succeeded in
this way.
Coupled with neo-liberalism,
conservatism is a beacon. Alone,
it is a drifting aes-
thetic. That's why
the two need each
other, just as
Disraeli's Toryism
and progressivism
needed each
other.
That's also
why the
R e p u b l i c a n
Congress went
bankrupt, at
many levels. It
didn't so much
lose sight of con-
servatism as it
lost sight of neo-
liberalism. In the
process, it deval-
ued conservatism.
And don't let
the tax cuts fool you, because
Republicans did lose sight of
neo-liberalism. By allowing
wasteful domestic spending,
they took small government off
the table. At the same time, they
were just as weak on free trade,
whether by blocking President
Bush's Dubai port deal or, more
recently, downing an agreement
with Vietnam.
Lacking in neo-liberalism,
the GOP relied on conservatism.
Not only that, it also boxed con-
servatism into social conser-
vatism and then doused every-
thing with Red State branding.
The Virginia governor's race
last year is a great example. No
one can doubt the decency of
the GOP's Jerry Kilgore.
Unfortunately, he ran almost
exclusively on "family values,"
i.e., "I'm not an atheist." Little
else separated him from the
race's victor, Tim Kaine. And
while "family values" are still
important, they can't do much
on their own.
Yet the GOP shouldn't just
reconcile neo-
liberalism with
social conser-
vatism. It must
also return to
the more com-
prehensive tra-
dition of Burke
and his pro-
teges. This
would underlie
a message that
is both open to
the world and
founded upon
the nation's
"permanent
things," as
Russell Kirk
would have it.
To do this,
R e p u b l i c a n s
first need to remember that
Burke's greatest insight isn't nec-
essarily about either hierarchy or
the French Revolution. In the
Reflections, he writes how a
contract exists hot just among
those who are living, but among
"those who are living, those who
are dead, and those who are to
be born."
This captures conservatism,
reminding us that we inherit soci-
ety for only a period of time. Our
duty, then, cannot just be to each
other, but to society as a whole,
and especially to those after us.
For the GOP, it's certainly some-
thing worth keeping in mind.
Color Blindness Not Possible at Trin
And don't let the tax
cuts fool you, because
Republicans did lose
sight of neo-liberalism.
By allowing wasteful
domestic spending,
they took small govern-
ment off the table ...
They were just as weak
on free trade, whether
by blocking President
Bush's Dubai port deal
or, more recently,
downing an agreement
with Vietnam.
Trin Admin. Fosters Idea
of Racism as Insensitivity
Racism Not Matter of Individual Ignorance
continued from page 7
Using Chase and using igno-
rance let Trinity as an institution
and all of us as individual mem-
bers of the Trinity community
off the hook for racism.
President Jones' constant refer-
ences to racism as "insensitivity"
or "incivility" help perpetuate
an idea of racism as an individ-
ual problem.
And sure, any one of us
might be insensitive enough to
bring up race in a derogatory
way to another individual, but
we also need to talk about
racism in terms of power - sys-
tematic and cultural and wide-
spread.
Why is Trinity, as an institu-
tion, a place where people can
claim ignorance about racism?
Why is Trinity a place where
Chase was (or could even claim
to be) unaware that his costume
would be offensive? And why, in
a way, was he right: Why did no
one, seeing Chase's costume
that night, get offended and say
something about it?
Ignorance about academic
subjects is not accepted in the
classroom. Trinity, as an institu-
tion, has decided that we must
be well-rounded students; distri-
bution requirements dictate that
each of us, in order to graduate,
must take at least one course in
the humanities, the natural sci-
ences, the social sciences, the
arts, and mathematics. Why
should ignorance about race be
any more acceptable here?
Ignorance should not be a valid
excuse for racism. Trinity, as an
institution dedicated to educa-
tion, should be inherently
opposed to ignorance of any
kind. Claiming ignorance
should not be a substitute for
acknowledging racism; igno-
rance and racism should be
equally unacceptable at Trinity.
continued from page 7
peers on Vernon Street during the
weekends. Still, I do not feel as
though I am seen by many to be a
typical Trinity student - mostly
because of my status "of color."
This speaks volumes for all other
students of color on campus.
Everyone's purpose at Trinity is to
fulfill their undergraduate ambi-
tions, yet students of color are hin-
dered on a day-to-day basis by sub-
tle reminders that we somehow do
not fit the norm here.
And so I argue that color is a
very important part of campus life,
and the status "of color" is con-
stantly reaffirmed in class, in the
library, on the Lower Long Walk,
and at Greek houses. As long as
this College keeps reminding me
that I am a man of color, I
absolutely refuse to think of
Trinity with a color-blind
approach.
I am then led to wonder how I
am expected to look and act in
order to be more representative of
the College - in other words, how
I can essentially be perceived as a
Trinity student. Could it possibly
be that if I were a white, cocaine-
using, Greek-associated, partying-
type that my existence at this
school wouldn't be questioned?
So far, no one has proven to me
otherwise. So please (in all sincer-
ity), if you do fit the above
description, feel free to let it be
known that your presence here at
Trinity College is questioned on a
day-to-day basis.
Moving beyond that, I believe
that a big part of the disappoint-
ment from my fellow peers was my
quick note about cocaine use that
I inserted during the forum. This
part was not what I had planned
to talk about, yet it's what has ini-
tiated the most discussion among
my peers. Aside from the fact that
most college students are willing to
try just about anything, I hold the
opinion that the usage of cocaine
has just as much to do with race as
do the incidents of bigotry that
have occurred in recent weeks.
The use of cocaine is wide-
spread among college students and
its effects do not discriminate on
any sort of basis. However, the
costs of this drug filter out poten-
tial users who are not able to
afford it. This is why we see its use
spread so liberally among the
world's economic elite. Could it
be that the
cocaine problem
among Trinity
College's student
body (which, by
the way, has got-
ten to the point
where the Health
Center is publish-
ing ads about its
dangers in the
Tripod) is only a
microcosm of its
use among the
rich "elite" every-
where who only
reaffirm the sta-
tus quo?
What about laws that give
harsher penalties for the use of
crack cocaine, the non-purified
form of the drug? Are those not
racist in outcome? The truth is
that both drugs are equally harm-
ful, yet we are socialized to believe
that the effects of crack cocaine
are more devastating. Why does
this notion exist? I believe that it
has to do with the fact that low-
income black users are more likely
to pay for crack than to pay luxu-
ry prices for the same drug, which
makes it is easier to separate black
drug users from white drug users
in order to.facilitate the incarcera-
tion of black users. In effect, I
view the use of cocaine at Trinity
And so I argue that
color is a very impor-
tant part of campus life,
and the status "of
color" is constantly reaf
firmed... As long as
this College keeps
reminding me that I am
a man of color, I
absolutely refuse to
think of Trinity with a
color-blind approach.
almost as a way .that students
exhibit their economically-based
white privilege that curtails harsh
penalties for their liberal drug use
that other drug users would likely
not escape. If a student ever gets
caught with the drug, s/he has this
law (and his or her parents'
money) to thank to claim that at
least they didn't get caught using
crack.
And so the point about my
statements comes in here. When I
described the face of Trinity
College, I unknowingly force-fed
an image to the
student body that
many would have
preferred not to
hear. And more,
anyone who fits
this image would
easily Find it
appalling that I
could have the
audacity to
address the issue
in the presence of
their professors,
deans, and the
president of the
College. So
before anyone is
so quick to claim that I was infer-
ring some huge generalization, let's
actually think about the content
of my remarks - let's ask ourselves
"Who is the face of Trinity
College? Whose existence does not
go without questioning, and is this
a good thing?'' Instead of chal-
lenging me for my "generaliza-
tions," I think that all Trinity stu-
dents - cocaine users, abusers, and
refusers - should be looking
towards themselves to see if they
perpetuate this culture of racism,
sexism, homophobia, religious dis-
crimination, sexual assault, frivo-
lous debauchery, and apathy to
any of the aforementioned issues
that is so abundant on campus.
PS3 and Nintendo Wii Duke It Out
continued from page 3
PS 3 is technically more advanced
than the Wii, it is also a much
more traditional console. Sony
probably expects the PS3 to sell
based mainly on the excellent
brand recognition that the
Playstation has built up since the
days of Crash Bandicoot. A key
feature of the PS3 is its built in
Blu-ray drive. For those who are
unfamiliar, the Blu-ray format is
one of two competing formats
(the other being HD-DVD) poised
to become the next generation of
high-definition home movies.
The competition between Blu-ray
and HD-DVD mirrors the format
war between VHS and Betamax in
the 1970's. Sony expects the Blu-
ray drive to be one of the main
reasons why consumers will cough
up 600 dollars for a fully-loaded
PS3.
Sony's gamble does not appear
to be paying off, though.
According to the BBC, the
Nintendo Wii sold 600,000 units
in its first eight days of U.S.
release, compared to a paltry
200,000 units by Sony in an even
longer time period. Additionally,
the BBC stated that "Nintendo
says it will ship four million Wii
units across the U.S. and Canada
by the end of the year, while Sony
has a target of one million."
Some of the Wii's higher sales can
be attributed to the fact that is
simply easier to find in the U.S.
and Canada than the elusive PS3,
which was selling for many thou-
sands on e-Bay during its release.
(A man was shot 45 miles away in
a Putnam, Conn. Wal-Mart in a
PS3-related hold-up.)
But I believe much of the
Wii's drastic sales advantage is
directly related to its price; the
PS3 costs more than twice as
much. The casual gamer will not
be impressed by the PS3's bells
and whistles and when faced with
spending $250 or $600 for this
season's hottest new console most
will choose the former. The same
goes for parents.
The logic of Sony making the
Blu-ray player a main selling point
also escapes me. Sony is taking a
loss on the system for that one
feature despite the fact that Blu-
ray has yet to catch on to the
movie buying public and may
never catch on (such is the nature
of a format war). Also, Sony stat-
ed publicly that they were having
trouble with a high defect rate on
the blue lasers used in Blu-ray -
this will probably result in a repeat
of the problem with first-run
Playstation 2 consoles, wherein
many consoles simply stopped
reading certain kinds of discs.
If one looks at the advertising
you can recognize that both man-
ufacturers know their key audi-
ences. Sony uses cryptic commer-
cials that do not actually demon-
strate anything about the PS3
other than its existence to lure
hard-core gamers. Nintendo's
commercials, on the other hand
show people playing games and is
obviously marketed towards chil-
dren and, surprisingly, parents.
If Sony starts getting more con-
soles on the shelves and makes an
effort to recruit new gamers and,
most importantly, lower prices,
they can make a decent showing in
this round of the console wars. I,
however, am calling this round for
Nintendo; the company has pro-
duced the most innovative console
ever created while keeping its price
down and all without the embar-
rassments that Sony has faced
(short supply and faulty equip-
ment). Nintendo knew they need-
ed to win this one and they pulled
out all the stops, producing what I
believe to.the next big winner of
the console wars.
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Former U.S. Attorney General Visits, Speaks to First-Year Seminar
By LIZZIE BROWN
FEATURES EDITOR
Nicholas deB. Katzenbach,
former Attorney General of the
United States, visited Trinity
College on Nov. 29 to speak to
Professor of History John
Chatfield's freshman seminar,
"The 1960's: The Unravelling of
America." Chatfield's class was
especially privileged to have had
the opportunity to hear
Katzenbach speak for he was able
to offer them an unparalleled per-
spective on the very\p_eriod they
have been studying.
In the 1960s, Katzenbach
served at the forefront of the
United States Justice Department.
He experienced the Civil Rights
movement at its height from a
powerful position, a position
from which he could really stimu-
late change. By truly taking advan-
tage of his position, Katzenbach
proved indispensable in further
progression of the effort to secure
racial equality in the United
States.
Following a brief introduction
by Chatfield, Katzenbach
expressed that he hoped to con-
duct the class in true Democratic
fashion, and requested that every-
one participate. He then asked,
"What .did the Freedom Riders
hope to accomplish?" With his
question, Katzenbach aimed to
illustrate that legislation was, over-
all, futile in protecting blacks. He
explained, with the help of the
class, that while the Freedom
Riders possessed a constitutional
right to sit on buses, they were
beaten up for doing so.
Meanwhile, the people who
unlawfully beat them up suffered
no legal repercussions.
Katzenbach reiterated, "The
ineffectiveness of legislation was
the fundamental dilemma with
the cause at the time." He
explained that he grappled with
many potential solutions to the
problem includingwhether or not
to send in troops and, if so, when.
Katzenbach finally found a solu-
tion through legislation. He co-
authored the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and the 1965 voting rights
bill.
Katzenbach also contributed
to the Civil Rights movement by
playing a critical role in the,deseg-
regation at the universities of
Mississippi and Alabama by fight-
ing for the admission of the first
black students at the schools.
Katzenbach's lifelong friend,
Professor Jack Chatfield listens intently as Former U.S. Attorney General Nick Katzenbach discusses civil rights with the class."
Jack McCarthy, grandfather of
Kaitlin McCarthy '10, ended the
talk "You've probably heard one
of the greatest individuals of my
generation speak today."
Katzenbach was born in
Philadelphia on January 17, 1922.
He attended the prestigious
Phillips Exeter Academy in New
Hampshire and Princeton
University in New Jersey. He went
on to become a lawyer and law
professor before being appointed
as an assistant attorney general in
1961. After Robert Kennedy's res-
ignation in 1964, Katzenbach suc-
ceed him as acting Attorney
General before being appointed
Attorney General by President
Lyndon B. Johnson on January
28, 1965.
Trinity Alumna's AmeriCorps Experience Unique, Meaningful
By KATIE DALLY
FEATURES EDITOR
While many of her classmates
from the class of 2005 are busy at
work in office jobs, scaling the
corporate ladder and building
their resumes, Maggie Downing
has spent the year since she's grad-
uated a bit differently, scaling actu-
al ladders and building houses for
hurricane victims, through her
work with AmeriCorps*NCCC
(National Civilian Community
Corps). AmeriCorps is a network
of four local, state, and national
service programs - NCCC,
National.. State, and VISTA - that
work to meet the country's impor-
tant needs in education, public
safety, health, and the environ-
ment. Its members serve with
non-profits, public agencies, and
faith-based and community organ-
izations. NCCC in particular
aims to strengthen communities
and develop leaders through
direct, team-based national and
community service.
The NCCC program is a full-
time, residential program for men
and women aged 18-24, so
Downing's co-workers "range from
high school grads to college grads,
with a mix of everything in
between," as she put it. Downing
was attracted to the program
because of its description as a
"domestic Peace Corps," and the
opportunities it offered for travel
and service projects. "During my
senior year at Trinity, I made the
decision to spend a year doing
something different before I pur-
sued graduate school," Downing
said. "I knew I had the rest of my
life to make money, pay rent, pay
bills, and all the other things that
awaited me in the 'real world,' so I
wanted to put it off as long as pos-
sible."
Members of NCCC are
assigned to one of four campuses
in different regions of the country
and travel to the states in that
region to serve. Downing is sta-
tioned in Charleston, S.C. When
she first joined NCCC in
September 2005, she and her nine
teammates spent a month getting
Courtesy of Maggie Downing
Maggie Downing, second from right, sits with her AmeriCorps*NCCC team after installing drywall in a Lafayette, La. house.
to know each other and receiving
training that included Red Cross
Disaster Relief and First Aid and
CPR Certifications, as well as
instruction on media, recruitment,
and service-learning.
Downing was appointed to
NCCC just as the Gulf Coast was
being ravaged by Hurricane
Katrina, and thus her team's first
deployment was to New Orleans
to work with the American Red
Cross. "Nothing can compare to
the initial shock of seeing a city so
ravaged by nature," Downing said
of her first experiences. Her
NCCC team was put to work serv-
ing meals to city residents and the
many volunteers and workers on
hand to begin the long, slow clean-
up process, which she describes as
"both satisfying and heart-wrench-
ing."
"Following our time in New
Orleans, my team was sent to cen-
tral Tennessee to work with two
state parks, helping the severely
understaffed parks to make their
trails safer and their camping facil-
ities more inviting," she said.
"Our third project brought the
team back to our base in
Charleston to work as mentors
and tutors to the students of
North Charleston Elementary
School, where we quickly learned
that explaining long division can
be just as exhausting as clearing
trails. After two months in the
school, we then drove south to
Georgia to lead college students in
construction with Habitat for
Humanity. My final project of my
first term of service brought me
back to the Gulf Coast to rebuild
homes in Biloxi."
The meaningful work her
group was doing resonated deeply
with Downing, and she elected to
stay on for a second year with
NCCC. "Just weeks into the pro-
gram I knew I had found some-
thing special," she said, "and I
wanted to stick with it as long as I
could, so I made the decision early
on to apply for a second term of
service, this time in the role of
Team Leader." After the comple-
tion of her first term, she received
a month's worth of training in
fields ranging from supervisory
skills to crisis management, "none
of which could adequately prepare
me for being responsible for ten of
my peers," she quipped. This
August, she and her team again
began their 10-month term on the
Gulf Coast, first working with the
Harrison County, Miss. Long
Term Recovery Committee for two
months, interviewing country resi-
dents and assessing their post-disas-
ter needs. They then traveled to
Lafayette, La. to work with the
United Way of Acadiana and
rebuild homes - damaged by
Hurricane Rita. Currently, she is
serving in Gulfport, Miss, with the
Westminster Presbyterian Church,
coordinating the many volunteers
who come down for weekly stints
of house-building. She and her
NCCC group serve as crew leaders
for the houses m various stages of
construction.
When asked what a typical day
with NCCC entailed, Downing
answered that, "there is no such
thing as a typical day in NCCC.
My favorite thing about this pro-
gram is how varied it is. Each proj-
ect brings a new location, a new
see STRONG on page 14
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Carroll Receives Moses Berkman Award
continued from page 1
Carroll proceeded to deliver a
speech entitled, "Journalism in a
Time of Upheaval." He started by
clarifying the relationship between
editor and reporter; having played
both roles over the course of his
incredible career, Carroll possesses
valuable insight. "Reporters,"
Carroll explained, "write every-
thing as the 'Fall of Rome' while
editors downplay the reporters'
claims." Carroll then addressed
the issue of, what he calls, "The
passage of journalism into the digi-
tal age" saying, "The digital age has
given and taken away. It is too early
to say whether it is good or bad
overall."
Carroll went on to emphasize
three major concerns he had about
the future of journalism. First, he
wondered, "Who in the digital
future will do the reporting?" With
people visiting Web sites like
Google and Yahoo! in search of
news stories more frequently, news-
papers might continue to suffer.
But, since these "New Medias" do
almost no original reporting, if
newspapers falter in terms of losing
readers, and by extension, econom-
ic resources, Carroll asked, "Who is
going to do the reporting?"
Carroll elaborated, "Some
things report themselves - like
tsunamis. However, some things
require that you go out and find
them in order to report them.
Sometimes this means going to see
somebody who won't talk to you
30 times and then maybe he says
something, but maybe he doesn't.
Sometimes this means standing in
the rain waiting to talk to someone
who doesn't want to talk to you."
Carroll spoke from experience; real
reporting is an incredibly challeng-
ing endeavor. The "New Medias"
do not employ reporters. Carroll
estimates that 98 percent of news
found in Google and the like orig-
inated in a newspaper. With news-
papers losing the economic
resources required to facilitate real
reporting, what will happen? He
concludes, "If newspapers fall by
the wayside, we've got a problem."
Carroll was also concerned
about the principals that will guide
the journalism of the digital age. In
2005, he resigned on principle
from his post as editor of The Los
Angeles Times as he disagreed with
the paper's second round of edito-
rial staff cuts. Obviously a man of
remarkable integrity, Carroll is
especially concerned with the
apparent decrease in ethical report-
ing. He was worried: "Will the new
generation know the difference
between reporting and propagan-
da? Within news organizations pike
The New York Times] there are
deeply ingrained sentiments of
right and wrong. These sentiments
are characteristic of the 'Old
Medias' - not the 'New Medias' -
and took generations to build." He
emphasized, "If you believe a news-
paper should be independent and
not have their own personal inter-
ests vested, [there is often, in the
'New Medias,'] a big ethical trans-
gression."
In order to illustrate his point,
he compared The New York Times
to Fox News. When former
reporter for The New York Times
Jayson Blair was caught having pla-
giarized, and having fabricated
many details of, his stories in 2003,
he, according to Carroll, "risked
death coming back into The New
York Times newsroom." He
resigned immediately, hi response
to Blair's inexcusable actions, The
New York Times released a front-
page article condemning the scan-
dal as "z. low point in the 152-year
history of the newspaper." The
scandal was explosive and far-reach-
ing; many were held accountable.
Executive Editor Howell Raines
and Managing Editor Gerald Boyd
were particularly criticized and The
New York Times suffered their res-
ignation in addition to Blair's.
Carroll posed the question, "If
[Fox News anchor] Bill O'Reilly
was misleading the public, would
the staff at Fox News rise up like •
the staff at The New York Times}"
He doubts it. He believes that one
can't compare the "Old Medias" to
the "New Medias" explaining, "It's
a completely different game. In the
'New Medias,' ratings trump truth-
telling. Ratings trump ethics."
Carroll's third concern was that
of the enormous growth that insti-
tutions, as a whole, have experi-
ence. He 'believes, "In order to
counterbalance their size, we need
powerful journalism." He men-
tioned wiretapping. Before The
New York Times disclosed that the
federal government had nullified
the law and had begun wiretapping
American citizens without a war-
rant, the country had been aware
of this absurd new "national tradi-
tion." Consider what might be if
the wiretapping story had
remained unwritten. Carroll holds
The New York Times in high
regard for their commendable
reporting and their absolute readi-
ness to take a stand. He also recog-
nizes the vast importance of The
New York Times' size in combat-
ing deceitfulness on the part of
large institutions, like the Federal
Government, stating, "Legal fees
alone would have sunk all but the
wealthiest. As much as we admire
the individuals who take a stand,
individuals can't always take a
stand against huge institutions." It
is of utmost consequence that
there always exist powerful news
organizations that possess the
monetary power to inform people
of the truth and fight for what's
right.
Carroll continued to criticize
the Bush Administration. He main-
tains, "There was a deliberate
attempt on the their part to blur
the line between fact and fiction
and use the media to present it to
the public. They were particularly
hostile to the values of the press."
Again, Carroll emphasized, "Big
institutions with traditional ethics
are essential."
Further promoting • "Old
Medias," CarroE articulated, "I
can't tell you how many stories I've
seen that changed lives." He went
on to share a story about a Trinity
graduate who truly "changed lives"
with his reporting. Upon hearing a
man being tried in court claim to
have been beaten by the police, the
graduate decided to investigate the
situation. The man claimed to have
been beaten in a very specific and
unusual way, and upon investiga-
tion, the graduate discovered that
many other defendants from previ-
ous cases had also claimed to have
been beaten in the very same spe-
cific and unusual way. As a result
of the graduate's reporting, what
was a state case soon became a fed-
eral one. Again, good reporting is
irreplaceable and its integral role
must not be disregarded as journal-
ism continues to evolve.
CarroE admitted that the future
of journalism rests in digital media.
He only hopes that, "the 'New
Medias" will continue to grow and
that the 'Old Medias' will continue
to put paid, honest reporters on
the streets." He is a steadfast believ-
er in free speech and asks that,
"people who care about free
speech, like me, jump to protect it
as the 'New Medias' develop."
CarroE remains confident, "With a
combination of 'Old and New
Medias' we could be on the brink
of something wonderful - a new
golden age of journalism."
«^nc
Courtesy of Joe Tarzi
Former editor of the Los Angeles Times John Carroll poses with the editorial staff of the Tripod after receiving his award.
Horoscopes
H
T
m
AQUARIUS January 20 - February 18
Images of cocktail dresses, sport coats, and open
bars invade your daytime thoughts. Snap out of it
already and let the weekend come at it's own pace.
Wait, do you even have tickets?
What's Getting You By: Greek formals
PISCES February 19 - March 20
You can't live with them but you can't live without
them. It's understandable that you don't want to leave
Trin just yet but you know better than to openly lie
like that - you can't wait to see your 'rents.
What's Getting You By: Reuniting with family
ARIES March 21 -April 19
The feeling of finals creeping up on you is very
unsettling and so is the fact that you don't have very
many chances to unwind. Take advantage of what
late night has to offer and let go a little.
What's Getting You By: Thurs-Saturday nights
TAURUS April 20 - May 20
So your finals are all papers or they're all done with
before the 15th. You plan to haul butt and get home
ASAP. Well, you definitely should because the
longer you stay here the crankier you're going to be.
What's Getting You By: Going home soon
GEMINI May21-June21
By this time last year Dear Old Trinity was already
covered in powdery white and you were stomping
around in snow boots and dodging snowballs. Cross
your fingers for some snowfall.
What's Getting You By: The promise of snow
CANCER June 22-July 22
Everyone loves a good party: at the office, in a claus-
trophobic dorm room, in a fratasric basement ...
Make sure you use every excuse to dress up, because
you never know when you'll be able to next.
What's Getting You By: Christmas party invites
LEO July 23-August 22
The current lull in your spending habits is making
you rather upset, but it's more the impending red in
your bank account that's rattling your chain. Make
sure you send out those wish lists.
What's Getting You By: The thought of presents
VIRGO August23 -September22
Every ad on TV about low prices, reduced clearance
and the like, makes you drool. You cleaned up your
credit card debt in preparation for the holiday shop-
ping spree and that's great - but don't go too far.
What's Getting You By: Ridiculous sales
LIBRA September 23 - October 22
If you heard Christmas beEs or any of that nonsense
before Thanksgiving it would drive you up the wall.
Now, however, you welcome it with open arms - but
that's only because you really have no other choice.
What's Getting You By: Holiday rnusic
SCORPIO October 23-November 21
1) Find a lambs wool sweater for Dad; 2) Look for
an iPod for your'little bro; 3) Study for finals; 4)
Finish those study away apps; 5) Write those last four
papers ... You thrive on to-do lists - so get stuff done!
What's Getting You By: Endless things to do
SAGITTARIUS November 22 - December 21
You can stop walking by all those Salvation Army
collection guys already. Spread a little moolah this
holiday season and maybe, just maybe, Scrooge,
you'll have a few more friends to spend it with.
What's Getting You By: A little charity
CAPRICORN December 22-January 19
You pine for someone to snuggle with by the fire of
a Vail^  ski lodge. Don't worry, your time will come
soon enough and you'll be skiing down the slopes,
not-so-alone, in no time, - . '
What's Getting You By: A significant other
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Blind-Date Offers Blind Prospects for Trinity Students* Love Lives
Overall, Peter
Enjoys Evening
With'Cute GirV
By PETER DACEV
SPORTS WRITER
Most people would agree
that a blind date can be enough
of an adventure by itself, but
apparently the combination of a
college newspaper and just such
a date produces quite the
volatile brew.
This was not the typical
Tripod "blind
date" outing of
old, when the
night would be
planned out
ahead of time
and the partici-
pants were actu-
ally able to
Facebook each
other ahead of
time; my date
and I were
afforded no such
luxuries.
Backing up
for a moment,
just how does' a?
simple, lowly
spoftswriter end up putting his
life on the line like this? It turns
out the way the Features Editors
run their section is by leaving
mysterious voicemails on your
cell phone, followed by a series
of unreturned calls and unan-
"[N]othing happened
over the course of the
evening worthy of AT
[...] and while I prefer
my adventures with fair
maidens to revolve
around daring rescues
and grand quests for
affection, this was a
solid substitute."
- Peter Dacey
swered e-mails. In my case, I
waited a week before finally giv-
ing up on whatever they had in
mind, only to then have my own
editor thrown into the mix.
He e-mailed me and finally
revealed that the Tripod wanted
me to be a part of its annual
stab at the world of blind dates.
I suppose I could have refused,
but anyone who knows me is
aware that I like to live danger-
ously; that, and I also happen to
be a fan of the "Blind Date"
show.
"With the hope that I would-
n't end up like one of the guys I
so often laugh at
on television, I
was told when
and where to
report.
As it turns
out, that was
about all the
information I
was going to get.
I was truly run-
ning blind on
this one, and I
wouldn't be able
to rely on any
online personal
summaries to
break the ice.
Once I met
up with my date, the plot con-
tinued to thicken. It turns out
that she had not only volun-
teered for this but had waited
patiently for it to happen for
months as opportunities had
broken down. Following her
Top 10.
Sounds of
Trinity
10. Sirens - and not the ones caused by your festive
red dress (see last week's issue).
9. "My Humps," "Smack That," and "Smack My Bitch
Up" blasting - not at late-night, but via mobile elec-
tronics in class.
8. The engine-revving stylings of a pretty fly for a white
guy drag-racing to Chamillionaire. Where my WASPs
at?
7. The early-Sunday-morning wake-up call at the
Mather egg station of "NEXT IN LINE!" from the
shrieking egg beater (someone needs to take it over-
easy).
6. The Library's subtle way of telling you over an ear-
piercing PA system that the libes is closing, to lock
your computer, to stop breathing, etc.
5. The musical medley coming from the pristine local
vehicle of non-dairy goodness (otherwise known as
crack).
4. Late-night romping bed springs and early morning
stilettos on the Long Walk ... let's get some shoes,
betch.
3. The booming voice saying, "DON'T DO IT, HE
HAS AN STD!" that you can't seem to figure out
where it's coming from. It's the voice of God ... maybe
you should listen.
2. The echoes of Jimmy Jones' footsteps in the empty
vault that houses Trinity's funding.
1. "No, that's not going to happen. K?"
awkward admission that she had
preferred her date not be a sen-
ior {last I checked I was still part
of the Class of '07), we were
finally able to get off campus.
Typical of the evening's setup,
there was confusion in cab over
whether we were really the party
the driver was waiting for, and
the restaurant employees
swapped many puzzled ques-
tions before they could finally
seat us.
After all this, did I end up
cursing the dating gods? As it
turns out, the date itself was a.,.,
pleasant juxtaposition next to
everything that preceded it. I
didn't have worry about my date
running up a huge bill on alco-
holic beverages or hitting on
any guys passing by, and she was
more than capable of holding
up her end of an interesting
conversation.
While nothing happened
over the course of the evening
worthy of AT, I certainly
enjoyed being with a cute girl
whose involvements around
campus left me quite embar-
rassed.
Once we finished our meal it
was time to head back to cam-
pus, and strangely enough the
ride back didn't involve any of
the unpleasantries previously
experienced.
From the wait in the restau-
rant for the cab to our arrival
back at Trinity, our conversation
continued, and I never once did
I have to resort classics like "so,
what kind of music do you lis-
ten to?" To wrap things up, I
walked my date back to her
dorm, and with that we bid each
other adieu.
I have to admit that I had a
good time, and while I prefer
my adventures with fair maidens
to revolve around daring rescues
and grand quests for affection,
this was a solid substitute.
I will say though that, given
the circumstances that led up to
the evening, in the future I'd
prefer to date with eyes wide
open.
Some advice: if a spastic
newspaper editor ever gives you
a call about a blind night on the
town, agree at your own peril!
Jackie Disappointed
by Clams and
Conversation
By JACKE SPARKS
COPY EDITOR
I volunteered to go on a
blind date for the Tripod, but
the more I listened to the whis-
pers of all the women in the
Tripod office, the more nervous
I became.
,J So, finally, the big day
arrived. The one problem was,
at 3 p.m., I still didn't know
what was occurring that night.
Frantic phone calls to various
editors ensued.
I got all dressed up. In the
interest of activeness, I chose a
short-sleeve shirt, a knee length
skirt and black sandals (in 40-
degree November Hartford
weather; the things I do to look
nice).
I then made my way to the
cave patio, where I am to meet
my date, after weeks of anxiety
and speculation. Because my
editors fear I'll ruin the surprise
and look him up on Facebook, I
don't even know
his first name.
We are fin-ally
introduced, and
my date is wear-
ing a polo shirt,
khaki shorts and
tennis shoes. I
feel over-dressed.
After the few
brief and awk-
ward moments
of introduction,
we headed to the
summoned taxi
to go to dinner.
We arrived at
Sorrento's, an
Italian restaurant
sented me with
pink roses. They were beautiful,
and a very generous gesture.
But I ended up hold them
awkwardly, not-quite sure where
to put them during dinner.
They wound up hiding under
the table with my purse. The
table was a little two-person
table, nice and intimate, against
"The conversation was
light and inconsequen-
tial, mainly about class-
es [...] There was one
point where I took a
bite and made a face
[...] I reassured him
that it was my bad
clam face, not my stu-
pid comment face."
-Jackie Sparks
and he pre-
a half-dozen
a wall. Unfortunately, there was
a larger table right near us,
maybe 10 feet away. It was occu-
pied by a large and loud group,
the kind that makes it hard to
talk if you're not a member (or
even if you are). Somehow,
though, we managed.
The conversation was light
and inconsequential, mainly
about classes. The restaurant,
however, did leave a little some-
thing to be desired. They took
a long time brining us bread,
and I had linguine and clams
that were a bit mushy.
There was one point where I
took a bite and made a face,
because it was a bad clam, and
he looked at me and asked why
I was making the face. He
thought he had upset me. I
reassured him that it was my bad
clam face, not my stupid com-
ment face. When dinner was
over, he paid with.out any dis-
cussion. [Disclaimer: he was
going to be reimbursed.]
We called another cab to
return to Trinity. He held the
door, as he had through out the
night. When we arrived at
school, he walked me to the
door of my dorm, where we
parted ways. He
didn't ask for my
number, which
was fine because
it meant I didn't
have to decide if
I wanted to give
it to him or not.
So I get back
and finally go
look him up on
Facebook. Why
not? Looking at
his profile, I
don't see any-
thing that would
have made me
say, yes, this per-
a good match for me.
s a slight similarity in
book and movie choices, but
that's about it.
All in all, it was an enjoyable
evening, and he was a good guy.
It was nice to meet him.
However, to the disappointment
of many, nothing developed.
Despite efforts to the contrary, I
still remain single.
son is
There
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Around Trinity
Blacklight Illuminates Icky,
Illicit Activities
One party-goer at Saturday night's all-white
(except for the lights) party appeared to take the
monochrome thing a little too far. This festive
femme was seen dashing from the party's locale
only minutes after arriving due to an embarrass-
ing glow emanating from her, uh, gobstopper?
And it was not because she was chewing on a
highlighter. Rather, it seems she had been feast-
ing on something hot and white (a la Iiz Phair),
which while normally something that would
stay a personal matter, was publicly displayed by
the special lights installed for the occasion.
Apparently, they pick up EVERYTHING.
Including your b f s love juice. EWW, to the
max! Next time, for dignity and hygiene's sake,
AT recommends a thorough tooth-brushing
before you make any public appearances.
Close Your Blinds Before
AT Goes Blind
While AT supports nudity and free love, AT
does not always appreciate bearing witness to
other people's wild romps. Especially at 3 p.m.
on a Sunday afternoon. EVERY Sunday after-
noon. Which is why AT feels it is now necessary
to call this repeat offender out. While AT is sim-
ply thrilled that you're scoring tons of booty, AT
would like to extend a simple request that you
try your hardest to keep your shade pulled down
before you get down. And if you're taking the
time to make sure your man is covered - which
AT sincerely hopes you are! - then you could at
least do the same for your window. The fact
that you made eye contact with us - while you
were in the throes, nonetheless! - was just slight-
ly awkward. Next time, draw your curtains.
Trin Tokers Try to Tempt
Tripod Staff
In other Sunday afternoon news ... while
AT was hard at work compiling another love-
ly edition of this esteemed newspaper (you're
welcome!), AT was slightly distracted by a
"tantalizing" aroma that wafted through the
windows of our happy basement home. It
seems that just outside, some misplaced hip-
pies (this is Hartford, not San Fran) decided
to beat the chill by puffing on the magic drag-
on. While we appreciate the offer to hotbox
our office, we had serious journalistic work to
do! AT especially. And we are not people to
be easily distracted. So please move your
smoky soiree elsewhere next weekend, or we
might have to set Campus Safety on yo ass.
And besides, AT's drug of choice is CRACK!
Obvs. It's sooo much more delish.
... And AT Felt Bad For Using
the Handicapped Stall
Trinity students make AT very proud. They
keep the library a sacred place for studying and
encourage more "handicapable" access around
campus. AT witnessed a pair of passionate stu-
dents get a little impatient during the walk
home from Vernon this weekend - but instead
of turning to the usual library elevator for their
sexcapades, these clever students instead got
down and dirty (literally) on the wheelchair
ramp of the Cave patio. The incident would
have gone unnoticed had their muffled moans
not drawn the attention of AT and other
passers-by (AT has great hearing; AT tots
noticed!). Seriously now kids, if you've already
made it 3/4 of the way back to your dorm, take
the extra two minutes to actually get a room.
Strong Commitment to
Service at AmeriCorps
continued &om page 11
community to work in, and new
experiences." This variation has
brought enormous reward to the
work Downing and her fellow
corps members have undertaken.
She described: "During both my
year as a corps member and my
year as a team leader, I have felt
extremely lucky to have been a
part of the recovery effort on the
Gulf Coast. This year, as the leader
of a team of ten dedicated, caring,
inspirational people, being part of
their process of growing, learning,
and serving is one of the most
rewarding experiences I could
have. What I also find rewarding is
how committed and integrated we
become in the communities we
serve in such short periods of
time; it reflects the strong impact
such a small group of people can
have."
Downing plans to attend grad-
uate school in the fall to begin
work towards a Master's in
Museum Studies - her Trinity
degree is in Anthropology - and
feels as though the leadership and
communications skills she has
gained with NCCC will benefit
her greatly. Additionally, the
$4,725 education grant- that all
NCCC participants receive after
their 10 months of service will also
be of great aid to Downing as she
pursues her graduate degree.
Downing said: "I know many stu-
dents at Trinity are focused on
immediately entering a career, or
continuing their education post-
graduation ... but for those who
don't know what they want to do
with their lives, it's an amazing way
to spend a year." The program
also provides other financial incen-
tives to would-be participants,
including complete room and
board and a small living stipend.
Downing said that the most
important thing she will take away
from NCCC is a "connection to a
group of people committed to
service. As part of the AmeriCorps
pledge, all members promise to
'carry this commitment with me
this year and beyond," and it has
become ingrained in the way I
think and behave." In addition,
she commended the program's
ability to impress these lasting
effects on all participants, adding:
"I truly believe that involvement in
national service programs helps
create a group of people who are
committed to serving and commit-
ted to being involved in their com-
munities, on both small and large
scales." With such a great demand
for individuals willing to step up
and serve in America today,
AmeriCorps provides a truly
meaningful service by instilling
these values in its participants, so
that they may continue to benefit
the country even long after their
terms are finished.
To learn more about
AmeriCorps please visit www.
americprps.gov/riccc or contact
Maggie D6wning.af maggiedown-
ing#gtnail.com.
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1 like You, Do You like
Me* Debuts at Garmany
December 5,2006
ByKAlYNOUN
MANAGING EDITOR
This Friday night, eight stu-
dents studying theater this semes-
ter at La MaMa Experimental
Theatre Club in Manhattan per-
formed for the Trinity communi-
ty. The performance, entitled "I
like you, do you like me," featured
eight different pieces that showed
the diverse talents of the student
group. The students gave two per-
formances for the campus, a sneak
preview of their final presentation
for the exchange program. Five of
the students were current Trinity
juniors, one was a Trinity graduate
doing a post-graduate year, and
two more were students from
Oberlin College.
La MaMa E.T.C. was founded
in a basement theater ia New York
City in 1961 as a theater devoted
to exploring new artistic develop-
ments. Now the company spans
three theaters and even larger
rehearsal and dormitory spaces. La
MaMa has been a fixture on the
Lower East Side, and continues to
be a beacon of artistic progress
and innovation.
The Trinity La MaMa program
was created in lffyz by. r .Professor
of Theater and Dance Judy
Dworin and the late Leonardo
Shapiro, and it is currently cele-
brating its 20th year of collabora-
tion. When at La MaMa, students
go through a rigorous schedule of
classes, internships, field research,
and workshops. Dworin views the
program as a "laboratory" that
gives its students an "intensive
immersion into the arts of New
York City."
"La MaMa this semester has
been really tiring, but a great expe-
rience. We've seen tons of per-
formances - around 45 at this
point and we still have like four or
five more - and I personally have
had an awesome internship that
resulted in a job offer for this sum-
mer at Dixon Place,." said La
MaMa student Claire Nasuti '08.
The Trinity La MaMa program
has risen in stature and has now
become a nationally recognized
program that is bringing in stu-
dents from all departments and
from different colleges and univer-
sities. In recent years, however, the
program has tried to become
more exclusive and is placing
more emphasis on having primari-
ly Trinity students.
The first piece of the evening
was "Daisy, Daisy" by Tina
Nikolova '08. The piece opened
with a classic Bulgarian folk song
in the background and two spot-
lights on the stage. There were two
pieces of bubble wrap taped on
the floor, one next to a large pile
of red ribbons, the other topped
with a stuffed flower doll.
Nikolova stood on the bubble
.,wrap in the.', center as_she. slowly
braided her hair in a traditional
style, making loud popping noises
as she moved. She spoke about a
bad birthday gift that she had
received from her father, and how
she got back at him by giving a
bad gift of her own.
The sound quality throughout
each piece was often flawed - it
see TKIiV on page 16
Artist Spotlight: Pat Greene
Senior Perforner Shares His Love of Singing and Acting
Trinity Tripod: When did you start your acting
and singing career? Which one did you start
first?
Pat Greene: I've been singing since before I can
remember, really. I used to run around the
house belting country songs when I was a little
kid. My parents (in an effort to shut me up, no
doubt) signed me up for the local church choir.
I was five or six at the time.
I immediately knew
singing was something I
loved, something that felt
right. My choir director
0une Hale, director of the
choir at St. Andrew's
Episcopal Church
Madison, Conn.) suggest-
ed I audition for the
Trinity Boys' Choir, a
professional group operat-
ing out of New Haven. I
was accepted, and thus, at
eight years old, was
already working for "the
man."
I didn't start acting until g
fifth grade, when I
hammed it up as Romeo
and colleagues, and it's an honor to be directing
a group of this caliber.
Since freshman year, I've been lucky enough to
perform in Hair (which we also staged off-
Broadway in NYC), Company, Sweeney Todd,
Songs for a New World, A Man of No
Importance, March of the Falsettos,
Falsettoland, Princess Ida, four Annual Musical
Theater Revues, and other productions. The
musical theater program at Trinity is utterly
unique; we're the only
small, well-ranked liberal
arts institution I know of
with a fully-functioning,
highly-regarded musical
theater department.
[Trinity Music Professor]
Gerald Moshell, who's
k e e n producing and
directing musicals at
Trinity for 30 . years,
deserves tremendous cred-
it.
I'm also a proud member
of the Chapel Singers,
Trinity's oldest student
organization. In addition
to our regular Sunday
services (5:15 p.m. in the
Tripod Archives Chapel), we perform
in the school production
of Romeo and Juliet.
TT: For our readers who might not be aware,
what theatrical and musical groups are you
involved with here at Trinity? What have you
gained from them?
PG: I'm the director of The Accidentals,
Trinity's only all-male a cappella group. I can't
put into words how much being an Accidental
has meant to me - since the second week of
classes my freshman year, I've been singing with
my buddies from 10 to 11:15 p.m. every week-
night in the Chapel. We are brothers, friends,
Senior Pat Greene is the Director of The Accidentals, numerous concerts. We
traveled to Buenos Aires
in 2005, and hope to go to Prague this summer.
I've been a member of Concert Choir every
semester except this one (due to a taxing sched-
ule). I don't think I've ever been part of a group
that has performed such consistently fascinating
material. I've been exposed to a wealth of music
I'd otherwise perhaps have neglected to notice.
TT: What has been your favorite role or produc-
tion to work on during your time onstage at
see FIXTURE on page 17
The Goonies: Cult Classic that Still Warms Embittered Hearts
By CHRIS CLARK .
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
When people use the term
"cult classic" to define a movie, a
certain image usually comes to
mind. Cult films are generally
movies that still appeal to a nar-
row group of viewers after most
people have moved on and for-
gotten them. They contain quirky
characters and memorable catch-
phrases. They are often cheesy,
even stupid. They
are, basically, asi-
nine movies which
happen to be
charming in their
tackiness. That
being said, The
Goonies is a cult
classic.
For anyone
who doesn't
already know the
story, The Goonies is about a
gang of kids who live in a part of
Astoria, Oregon, that they have
dubbed the "Goon Docks." One
day, some businessmen show up
and decide to buy the "Goon
Docks" in order to tear down all
the houses and build a golf
course. A group of kids from the
area - who call themselves "the
Goonies" - decide to fight back
against the greedy land develop-
ers. The Goonies are made up of
Mikey (Sean Astin), Brand (Josh
Brolin), Chunk (Jeff Cohen),
Mouth (Corey Feldman), Data
(Jonathan Ke Quan), Andy (Kerri
Green), and Stef (Martha
Plimpton).
One rainy day they happen to
find a treasure map in Mikey's
attic. The map belongs to a leg-
endary pirate
named One-
Eyed Willie and
supposedly leads
to buried riches.
If they can find
the treasure,
they conclude,
they will be able
to buy back the
Goon Docks
and save it from
destruction. The map leads the
Goonies to a closed restaurant
where a family of notorious crim-
inals, the Fratellis, are hiding out.
After getting into a small scuffle
with the criminals, the kids
escape through a secret tunnel
under the fireplace in the base-
ment of the restaurant. They fol-
"Hurrah! The young
and innocent have tri-
umphed over the evil
modern-day pirates.
The bad guys go to jail
and the kids don't lose
their home."
www.smh.com.auE
The characters of the epic film The Goonies unearth One-Eyed Willie's secrets.
low the map through a series of
underground trails and booby
traps that One-Eyed Willie has set
for intruders.
The Fratellis end up going
after the kids in the tunnels. After
a long journey, the Goonies dis-
cover Willie's pirate ship, com-
plete with the skeletons of his
crew and all the riches he left
behind. The Fratellis catch up
and attack the Goonies to steal
the treasure. There is a scuffle
and, of course, the kids win.
Hurrah! The young and innocent
have triumphed over the evil
modern-day pirates. The bad guys
go to jail and the kids don't lose
their home.
Originally released in 1985,
The Goonies was written and pro-
duced by Steven Spielberg, and
directed by Richard Donner. It
was shown as a special feature this
weekend at Cinestudio. As I
entered the theatre, it was clear
that much of the audience had
already seen the classic firm. One
guy in front of me seemed to be
imitating the "Truffle Shuffle "
At every funny scene you could
hear preemptive laughter because
we all knew what was about to
happen. The Goonies is one of
those movies that take a few view-
ings before they can really sink
in.
It's lucky for Spielberg that he
was able to find such amusing kid
actors to fill the roles of the
Goonie gang: Sean Astin as
Mikey, the gallant leader, Corey
Feldman as Mouth, the smart-ass;
and of course, there's Jeff Cohen
as Lawrence "Chunk" Cohen. I
would call Chunk the comic
relief if the rest of the movie was-
n't already so funny without him,
but he elevates the mood.
Nobody can resist such charm.
He's the lovable fat kid who
swears too much. The Goonies
would be nothing without
Chunk.
I guess the main reason that I,
as well as so many others, love
this movie is that it's a timeless
tribute to childhood adventure.
It's a movie about kids searching
for a pirate?s buried treasure.
Most of us can share similar
memories of our childhood. The
best part, however, is that these
kids actually find the treasure.
see POPULAR on page 19
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Trin Actors Collaborate with Oberlin Students for La MaMa Show
continued from page 15
was either too loud and drowned
out the performer, or it ended too
abruptly. In Nikolova's piece, the
backgroud music made it hard to
understand her. The piece was
undoubtedly moving, but I was
confused as to whether it was sup-
posed to be an amusing piece.
Many of the audience members
thought that it was humorous and
satirical, but it seemed much deep-
er and emotional.
The next piece was "Pidgin" by
Oberlin student Pia Murray '07. It
began with three students -
Murray, Yasmeen Hadaway '08,
and Oberlin senior Rakia Seaborn
- dancing on the floor. The back-
ground music was Afrobeat, and it
accompanied the theme that
Murray was trying to express. The
piece was based on the works of
Fela Kuti, an "innovator of
Afrobeat music and proclaimed
activist of Nigeria's masses." As
the dance progressed, Murray
began to lead the two other
dancers, who lifted their hands up
gracefully only to fall on the floor
again and again. Finally, with
Murray's direction, the two
women were able to stand on their
own, and the three danced gym-
nastically together in unison.
While I could not direcdy identify
with the piece, it was a very well
done dance that truly exhibited
each woman's strength.
The next act was by far my
favorite. Alum Leslie Waters and
Liz Sharpe '08 performed "Play
With Me," which commented on
the objectification of women in
our society through plastic dolls.
Waters and Sharpe stood on
opposite sides of the stage, a plas-
Courtesy of Michael Burke
Liz Sharpe '08 plays a doll in love with G.I. Joe in the La MaMa Showcase.
ARTS ON CAMPUS
Winter Brew
Dec. 6-7 :
Location and Time TBA
A festival of student-created theater and dance pieces. New
scripts, fresh choreography, and the unexpected are the hall-
marks of this annual event.
Body Maps
by the Bambanani Women, Cape Town, South Africa •
Through Dec. 8, 1-6 p.m.
The Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center, Trinity College
Life sized sketches and paintings mapping out the effects of the
HIV virus on bodies.
Trinity Samba Ensemble Winter Carnival
Dec. 8 at 8 p.m.
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center, Trinity College
Join the Trinity Samba Ensemble in celebrating festive music of
the Americas, featuring various types of Brazilian samba and
other musical styles developed in Trinidad. We are delighted to
be joined by special guest Menyna G'leu, a Brazilian dancer
from Bahia, who returns to the Goodwin Theater stage for
another exciting performance. A public dancing space is provid-
ed, so bring your dancing shoes (or boots), and get ready to cel-
ebrate in our winter carnival.
Art and Secular Consciousness:
An Illustrated Symposium
Dec. 12 at 7:30 p.m.
McCook Auditorium, Trinity College
Jointly sponsored by the Department of Fine Arts and the
Institute for the Study of Secularism in Society & Culture
(ISSSC). Featuring presentations by Danielle Rice, Executive
Director, Delaware Museum of Art, Wihnington; Professor
Benjamin Beit-Hallahmi, Department of Psychology, University
of Haifa; and Professor Alden Gordon, Trinity College.
All events are free and open to the public. For more informa-
tion, please see www.trincoll.edu.
tic G.I. Joe doll on the floor
between them, and their make-up
and costumes made them appear
as porcelain dolls. The two danced
around each other in robotic, stiff,
doll-like movements, fighting over
the love of G.I. Joe and competing
for their owner's attention, crying
"Play with me! Let's play house!"
The two then stripped off their
perfect party dresses and put on
street clothes, glaring at each
other before stepping offstage.
Again, the sound quality was not
that good, but the two performers
more than made up for it
Junior Najeda Patolo's piece,
"LooneyBin," came next, and it
also featured Hadaway and
Seaborn. The program described it
to be "about fitting into the
wrong shoes for the right reasons"
and this seemed to apply to its
place in the show as well. I found
myself confused by the piece and
by its message. Hadaway and
Seaborn played crazed members
of the "Looney Bin" who contin-
ually danced and shouted "let's
make art." Patolo's character had
it right when she said, "that is so
postmodern/' Patolo then
undressed and stood in the middle
of the stage, drawing a line
between two sides of her body to
reflect the two sides of her person-
ality. Her mind ultimately wins,
and she decides to stay in the
Looney Bin, drawing a sad face on
her body. The piece seemed as
though it was trying too hard, and
while it dealt with complex emo-
tions, it did not do them justice.
Junior Jeffrey
Walker's skit, "The
Attack of the Five
Foot Womyn," was
another hilarious
and entertaining
piece. Womyn was
deliberately spelled
wrong because,
according to
Walker, "it is reac-
tionary to femi-
nism. I am all for
equality, but some
of the feminist art
that I have seen
takes the idea
beyond equality to
the point where it is actually
degrading to men."
The scene starts with Walker
lying on the ground in a pink
muumuu in the spotlight and
with the Beastie Boys' "Girls" blar-
ing in the background. He wakes
up, distracted, only to find that he
has been taken captive by women
in order to re-educate him about
the sexes and has now been
renamed "Mary." Walker struggles
with his female guards (played by
Patolo, Nikolova, Sharpe, Waters,
and Nasuti) in his valiant attempts
to escape. Each guard takes on dif-
ferent female stereotypes in their
attempts to prevent him from
escaping, but, in true MacGyver
fashion, he pulls magical solutions
out of his bag to thwart them: a
shiny bag, a chocolate bar, and
even a bottle of Midol.
Walker's piece was perhaps one
of the most enjoyable because it
did not try to be pretentious or
overly intelligent. Performance
theater is not usually my favorite
genre, mainly because it tries too
hard. Walker does not give in to
this stereotype,
though, and
instead delivers
an entertaining
and grounded
p e r f o r m a n c e .
"Not everybody
can appreciate
some of this stuff
right away. One
has to be familiar
with the theatri-
cal concepts that
are displayed in
each perform-
ance to truly
like/appreciate
it," Walker said.
Hadaway per-
formed a dance
next, entitled
"Sense Me."
Hadaway is a very
skilled dancer,
and her lithe fig-
ure moves grace-
fully throughout
the piec'
However, aftei •
the hilarity of
Walker's piece, this
did not captivate
the audience to the same extent.
Hadaway began the piece in
silence, with her back to the audi-
ence, moving slowly and stiffly. As
the music and lights flooded in,
she picked up her speed and faced
the audience. At this point, the
dance became'much more appeal-
ing, but shordy after, the music
and lights died and she returned
to her slower poses.
The next
piece was one of
the strangest,
and, to be hon-
est, one of the
more offensive.
Seaborn,
The scene starts with
Walker lying on the
ground in a pink
muumuu in the spot-
light [...] He wakes up,
distracted, only to End
that he has been taken
captive by women in
order to re-educate him
about the sexes and
has now been renamed
"Mary."
an
Oberlin senior,
performed "She
Sells Seashells"
under her bur-
lesque name
"Connec t icu t
Von Yacht" -
which is a com-
ment on the
C o n n e c t i c u t
WASP culture.
The piece began with classical
music as Seaborn slowly and slop-
pily got dressed. She then threw
white confetti around the stage,
dancing in and sniffing it. At this
point, I found myself slightly con-
fused. As Seaborn became higher
off the "cocaine," she threw her-
self down on the floor repeatedly,
her mouth open suggestively and
her clothes becoming more sparse
with each turn. Seaborn is a very
talented performer, almost gym-
nast-like, and she was very ener-
getic and enjoyable to watch.
However, I found myself slighdy
offended by the premise of this
piece. There has been much com-
ment lately (even some articles in
this issue) about the "stereotypical
Trinity student" being, well, a
Connecticut Von Yacht. As a
native of Connecticut, I was not
happy to be stereotyped as such.
In her performance, Seaborn
obviously gives in to this assump-
tion, and while she was talented, it
was not as good as it could have
been.
The final performance of the
Courtesy of Michael Burke
Claire Nasuti '08 stars in "I like you, do you like me?"
evening was "XMAS" by Nasuti.
This was another of my favorites,
and I found it heartbreaking and
amusing at the same time. Nasuti
began by bringing in a small
Christmas tree and dancing to
"White Christmas" (the "cocaine"
left over from Seaborn's act made
for nice snow). She wrapped a
whiskey botde in newspaper as
she smoked silently, only to
unwrap it and drink from it.
Soon, her character is drunkenly
playing Nintendo only to fall
asleep in her chair. Nasuti transi-
tioned nicely to her first person
character, as she recalled her past
Christmases and the unusual,
occasionally tragic, events that
have plagued them. As she spoke,
she wrapped unusual gifts like
Easy Mac, Kotex, mustard, and
deodorant (after.using it), in elec-
tric purple tinsel.
While Nasuti recalled her fam-
ily history, I was struck by her
connection with the audience as
well as with her own subject mat-
ter. Other performers focused on
abstract, distant concepts, yet
Nasuti concentrated on deeply
personal experiences and this con-
nection was obvious to the audi-
ence. She is also very skilled at
projecting her voice and engaging
the audience, so it was a pleasure
to see this piece at the end of the
show. At the same time, Nasuti
wrote her piece from the bottom
of her heart and her emotions,
both positive and negative, really
shine through.
"I like you, do you like me"
was very different from other per-
formances that I have seen at
Trinity. There is no doubt that all
of the students involved are multi--
talented and, enjoyable to watch.
Performance and modern theater
will never be my favorite genre,
but I definitely do have a new-
found appreciation for it.
For more information on La
MaMa E.T.C., please visit
www.lamama.org. To learn more
about the Trinity-La MaMa semes-
ter program, contact Professor [
Michael Burke or visit www.trinity-1
lamama.org.
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Trinity?
PG: Definitely' March of the
Falsettos/ Falsettoland. We
staged these shows last year, in
January (March of the Falsettos
was the first act, and
Falsettoland was the second).
The material is truly incredible -
- I encourage everyone reading
this to check it out; the CDs for
both shows are in the Music
and Media Library. It was
tremendously challenging, from
every aspect. Vocally, it was
acrobatic and complex, and
sung straight through (with no
"book"). Physically, it was tax-
ing - we'd often be singing pret-
ty intricate parts while dancing,
swinging around the set, leaping
from platforms, etc.
From an acting standpoint, it
was the biggest challenge of my
career,-and I took the role very
seriously. My character,
Whizzer, was deceptively com-
plicated. The trick was not let-
ting the audience sense this
complexity (or the fact that they
were being "deceived") until it
was too late. The show centers
around Marvin (played by Doug
Goodman '06), and I played his
lover. Our relationship was tur-
bulent, passionate, but ultimate-
ly one of true love and compan-
ionship. Right from the get-go,
Doug and I decided we would
put all that we could into mak-
ing their relationship believable.
When it came time to make out
on stage, we committed to it.
Needless to say, our girlfriends
(both of whom were abroad at
the time) were a little confused
when they saw the video.
Tripod Archives
Greene stars with alum Doug Goodman (left) in Falsettoland.
Anyway, titt cast for both shows
was very small. We're all friends,
and we've all been through a lot
together. Putting so much effort
and love into those produc-
tions was really something spe-
cial.
TT: How would you describe
your vocal style?
PG: High. I think I'm very
much the product of my experi-
ences. I was a treble (essentially
a boy soprano) until I was 12 or
13, and I sang a lot under those
circumstances. I'm still really
comfortable with my head
voice/falsetto range, just
because I trained those muscles
as they were developing.
I've consistently sung in rock
bands since middle school. I've
always idolized and tried to
emulate my favorite vocalists -
each new obsession adds new
tools to my toolbox, as it were.
Jeff Buckley was my hero, above
everyone else. His artistic spirit
and singularly beautiful voice
still inspire me today.
I'm also classically-trained, pri-
marily in operatic stylings. Even
when I'm singing other genres, I
employ the support that opera
requires.
I'm frequently told that I'm
loud.
TT: What is the most challeng-
ing thing that you face as an
actor or singer in front of an
audience
PG: Being neutral. I hold a lot
of tension in my shoulders and
ONESTUDIO
Darfur Diaries: Message from Home
Dec. 6, 7:30 p.m.
Darfur Diaries may be the most important film that you see this year - it's a clear-sighted call to action
by three independent filmmakers (Aisha Bain, Jen Marlowe, and Adam Shapiro ) who traveled to Darfur
and Eastern Chad in 2004. Shocked by what they found - and the world's lack of interest in a human
rights disaster - they began interviewing refugees, fighters resisting the Sudanese government, teachers,
parents, and children. These voices - and an explanation of what led to the conflict - are impossible to
ignore. "For me the indifference of the past is a source of anguish and despair. Therefore, if we speak
today, it's because we say: No more indifference." - Author and Nobel Peace Prize winner Elie Wiesel,
speaking about Darfur.
Marie Antoinette
Dec. 7-8, 7: 30 p.m.; Dec. 9, 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Sofia Coppola's third film (Virgin Suicides, Lost in Translation) puts her squarely at the forefront of
that still-elite club of women who direct. Marie Antoinette is a brave and idiosyncratic re-imagining of
the much-hated, frivolous monarch. Here she becomes the bewildered child bride of an ineffectual king;
her pursuit of pleasure is her sole gesture against the restrictions of her life. Played with a delightful
langueur by an outrageously-coiffed and costumed Kirsten Dunst, Marie lives in a bubble, quite unaware
of the revolution that will destroy her world. Coppola's bravura can be heard in the eclectic soundtrack
that mixes '80s post-punk (The Cure, Siouxsie and the Banshees, and the Gang of Four) with the his-
torically correct Jean-Philippe Rameau, and may be seen in the casting of rock chanteuse Marianne
Faithful as Marie's imperious mother, the Queen of Austria.
Fanfan La Tulipe
Dec. 10, 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.; Dec. 11-12, 7:30 p.m.
"War. The only recreation of kings the people could enjoy." Line up swashbuckling swordfights, romps
in the hay, and a young Gina Lollobrigida against the militaristic French monarchy and (on the screen,
at least) the fun wins out every time. Take the whole family - or block - to enjoy a new 35mm print of
what Pauline Kael called "a thrill-packed Louis XV Western." French folk hero Fanfan is a life-grabbing,
peasant who joins the army to side-step an unfortunate marriage, but that doesn't put a crimp in his
activities of dueling, falling in love, and protecting bodacious jeunes filles from lecherous old men (in
this case, the King). Rarely seen in the U.S., Fanfan La Tulipe was a mega-hit in France (as well as Russia
and Japan).
See www.cmestudio for more.
Tripod Archives
Greene stars in last semester's musical Princess Ida..
back, and I can feel this tension
transfer to the way I carry
myself on stage, the way I inter-
act. Being completely neutral
and natural is one of the hardest
things for any actor - indeed,
few are.
TT: Do you plan on pursuing
theater and music after college?
What are your other post-gradu-
ation plans?
PG: Music, yes; theater, perhaps.
Music is the one constant in my
life, besides my family. I know
without doubt that it's what I'm
going to do as long as I'm
breathing.
I'm actually going to pursue a
Master's in Composition. While
at Trinity, I discovered that my
true love was creating music,
not just performing it. I've been
recreationally writing songs and
pieces since I was a little kid,
but professors here like Douglas
Bruce Johnson and Gerald
Moshell have really helped me
realize that this is my calling
and helped me hone my skills.
John Rose, Director of the
Chapel Singers and my organ
teacher, has also been a huge
inspiration and support, as has
Nancy Curran, my piano
teacher.
TT: What are your thoughts on
the theater and music programs
here at Trinity? Any suggestions
for improvement?
PG: They are vibrant, rich, and
unique. They are severely under-
funded.
TT: Any interesting facts about
yourself that you'd like to share
with the Tripod readers?
PG: sftb.
If you would like to nominate
a Trinity artist for the Artist
Spotlight, please e-mail
tripod@trincoll.edu
Trinity College .
Christmas Service of Lessons &
Carols
Sponsored by the Chapel
Sunday, Dec. 10, 2006
4:00 p.m., repeated at 7:00 p.m.
Featuring performances by:
The Chapel Singers
The Concert Choir
Trinity Guild of Carillonneurs
Readings from the Bible appropriate to the
message of Christmas and offered by
members of the Trinity community, will com-
plement the celebration in song.
A cherished Hartford Christmas
Tradition
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Hip-Hop Concert Personalizes Current Political and Racial Issues
continued from page 1
word was dominant. The fresh-
man class was well-represented.
Jasmin Agosoto and Malcolm
Brown, both '10, performed
poetry. Haben Abraham and
Nadjeda Estritlet, also '10, per-
formed a well-received vocal
duet. Later on in the show, they
served as impromptu back-up
vocals for Foundation
Movement.
Nelson Lassiter, '09 brought
back a previously-performed
high-energy crowd favorite titled
"40 Ounce." The audience sang
and danced along. The student
performance that elicited the
greatest crowd reaction was a
monologue by David Calder '08
that was first performed at last
month's "Voices Raised in
Power." The room erupted into
shouts of agreement and appreci-
ation at various points in
Calder's per-
f o r m a n c e ,
including when
he said, "Her
skirt may be
short but it is
not an invita-
tion," and, "If
you don't like
my sexuality,
feel free not to
have sex with
me."
Guest artists
included Illiana,
a visiting stu-
dent from the
Bronx.. Her set
was a high-ener-
gy poetic performance dealing
with the meaning of roots and
home. Self Suffice, a Trinity grad-
"The point of revolu-
tion is revolution as a
people, revolution for
all people, for people
to be able to live their
own life without hurt-
ing other people.
Under this particular
system that we live in
we're dealing with
oppression..."
- Eroc
Nlichol.is C Ky.m
Foundations Movement performs for students at Gallows at the hip-hop show.
uate and Hartford resident, is no
stranger to the Trinity stage, and
was welcomed
back on Friday.
As usual, his
lyrics were hard-
hitting, concern-
ing current issues
in Hartford and
themes of
inequality.
Only two
members of
F o u n d a t i o n
Movement, Eroc
and Optimus,
were able to
attend Friday's
performance. A
guest artist filled
in for DJ El.
The group describes their
music as a "soundtrack to revolu-
tion." Their lyrics reflect this,
dealing with issues such as the
Israeli/Palestinian conflict and
social inequality in America.
Their music is inspired, simply
said, by "life." Commented Eroc:
"Many times when I sit down to
write I try to feel my pulse, I
meditate, I try to see what I'm
feeling at that moment [...] So a
lot of times, I guess, I try to find
my soul."
"I look to see what's missing
and I try to add that," added
Optimus.
Although there is an obvious
political trend to their music,
what the group defines as politi-
cal is very broad. "I would say
everything in this world that
exists is political," said Optimus.
Some of Foundation
Nicholas C. Ryan
Haben Abraham '10 and Nadjeda Estritlet '10 sing back-up at the hip-hop concert.
Movement's lyrics are overtly mil-
itant. The chorus to
"Revolutionary Lifestyle" reads,
"I wanna live my lifestyle, rifles
out, front lawn of the White
House."
When asked to comment on
the role of violence in society,
Eroc said, "The point of revolu-
tion is revolution as a people, rev-
olution for all people, for people
to be able to live their own life
without hurting other people.
Under this particular system that
we live in we're dealing with
oppression [...] people of color
are at the bottom rung."
Optimus added, "Oftentimes
[...] I feel [...] a person defending
themselves is demonized because
they used violence when the
oppressive force uses violence all
the time [...] I'd say we have to
look at how are we defining vio-
lence."
When asked to comment on
how hip-hop fits into today's
society, Eroc said, "I think the
role of hip-hop and music in
today's society is to add some-
thing that wasn't there before
and try at the end of your time
to add more positivity than neg-
ativity. That's one of the roles;
it's also to entertain people."
Friday's crowd was certainly
entertained.
There has been a lot of social
and racial tension at Trinity these
past few weeks. The dialogue that
occurred at Friday's performance
is a step toward overcoming this
negativity and replacing it with
positive interaction.
Enter the Tripod dorm decor contest!
At the Tripod office, we use our News
Editor as a coat rack and write on our
walls...
Contest
Ends Feb.
28!
E-mail pictures of
your classy dorm room
to tripod@trincoll.edu
Fabulous, once
in a lifetime prizes will
be given to the winner!
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Popular '80s Film Shown
to Nostalgic Cinestudio
continued from page 15
Most of the action takes place in
an underground world of caves
and skeletons. The kids have
retreated from the real world -
from growing up - to go on one
last crazy adventure before every-
thing they have is ripped away
from them by greedy adults.
In my favorite scene, the
Goonies find themselves under-
ground below a wishing well.
There is a beautiful waterfall and
a shallow lake of water. On the
floor of the lake there are thou-
sands of coins that have been
tossed down the well. They
reflect the light shining from the
real world above. Most of the
gang sees this as an opportunity
to escape the dangers of the cav-
erns and traps they have experi-
enced along the way. They are
afraid of getting hurt if they con-
tinue on. Mikey, being the natu-
ral leader, talks some sense into
the rest of them. He argues that
they have no choice but to per-
severe. "Our parents, they want
the best of stuff for us," he says,
"but right now, they got to do
what's right for them. Because
it's their time. Their time! Up
there! Down here, it's our time.
It's our time down here." I think
that says it all.
Sure, it may be cheesy. It
may not be the most original
family movie. It may not even
be the most well done of its
genre. But something about The
Goonies just keeps bringing us
back. At least it brought back a
good crowd for the showing at
Cinestudio this weekend. We all
need a good Truffle Shuffle or
Slick Shoes routine every now
and then to put things in per-
spective.
www.Iauraknauth.com
Many of the child stars in The Goonies went on to lead successful acting careers.
CD/DVD Releases
Pkitcsofthe Caribbean - Dead Man's Chest (Two-Disc Collector's Edition) (2006)
Take the first Pirates of the Caribbean film, add a dash of 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and a
lot more rum. Shake well and you'll have something resembling Dead Man's Chest, a bombastic
sequel that's enjoyable as long as you don't think too hard about it. The film opens with the inter-
rupted wedding of Will Turner (Orlando Bloom) and Elizabeth Swann (Keira Knightley), both of
whom are arrested for aiding in the escape of Captain Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp) in the first film.
Their freedom can only be obtained by procuring Captain Jack's compass, which is linked to a key
that's linked to a chest belonging to Davy Jones, an undead pirate with a tentacle face and posses-
sion of a lot of people's souls. If you're already confused, don't worry - plot is definitely not the
strong suit of the franchise, but the film excels during its stunt pieces, which are impressively extrav-
agant (in particular a three-way swordfight atop a mill wheel). It may help to know that Dead Man's
Chest was filmed simultaneously with some of Pirates 3, so don't expect a complete resolution
(think more The Empire Strikes Back) or the movie will feel a lot longer than it really is.
Bloom shows a tad bit more brawn this time around, but he's still every bit as pretty as the
tomboyish Knightley. (Seriously, sometimes you think they could swap roles.) Bill Nighy (Love,
Actually) weighs in as Davy Jones and Stellan Skarsgard appears as Will's undead father. But the
film still belongs wholly to Depp who, in a reprise of his Oscar-nominated role, gets all the belly
laughs with a single widened eyeliner-ed gaze. He still runs like a cartoon hen and slurs like Keith
Richards - and he's still one of the most fascinating movie characters in recent history. - Ellen A.
Kim
Miami Vice (Unrated Directors Gut) (2006)
Bearing absolutely no resemblance to the 1980s TV series that helped to propel Michael Mann
into big-time filmmaking, Miami Vice is the kind of serious, and seriously stylish, crime drama
that Mann does better than anyone else. Written by Mann himself, this undercover sting thriller
doesn't reach the peak intensity of Mann's 1995 classic Heat, and it lacks the tight, nail-biting sus-
pense of Collateral, but that doesn't mean it doesn't occasionally pack a wallop. As Miami detec-
tives Sonny Crockett and Ricardo Tubbs (respectively), Colin Farrell and Jamie Foxx don't have to
do much but mumble their plot-thickening dialogue and look ultra-cool in casual cop attire, and
their partnership is rather lifeless on screen (perhaps owing to the fact that this was a troubled pro-
duction, with an actual shooting that occurred during filming, and Foxx's refusal to risk his life
on dangerous locations in South America). But once Mann shifts into high gear with a plot to
foil a powerful drug kingpin (Luis Tosar) and his ruthless middle-man (John Ortiz), Vice pays off
with the kind of smart, realistic action that Mann's fans have come to expect. With Chinese super-
star Gong Li as Crockett's love interest on the wrong side of the law, Miami Vice covers territory
that's a little too familiar, and one suspects Mann's screenplay might've been punched up with a
polish or two. Still, this is an above-average crime thriller that demands and rewards close atten-
tion, with a climactic shoot-out that's pure Mann, worthy of the brooding drama that precedes it.
-JeffShanno
Taken from www.amazon.com
DON'T MISS
FINALS OR HOLIDAY FUN
BECAUSE YOU HAVE THE FLU
WASH YOUR HANDS
* AFTER YOU USE THE BATHROOM
* BEFORE YOU EAT
* WHEN YOUR HANDS ARE DIRTY
* MORE FREQUENTLY WHEN YOU OR SOMEONE ELSE
IS SICK.
Handwashing is one of the most important steps to stop the
spread of infection
Trinity College
Health Cettter
For more information contactwww.cleaningl01.com or
Trinity College Health Center at (860)297-2018
Visit our website at :www.healmattrinity.com
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Hartford Stage
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
By Charles Dickens
Adapted & Directed by Michael Wilson
A Connecticut Tradition!
Share with your family and friends the true
spirit of the holiday season! Scrooge, Tiny
Tim, and the Ghosts of Christmas Past,
Present, and Future return for Hartford
Stagefs acclaimed presentation of Dickens'
heart-warming classic. Flying ghosts soar
across the stage, carols are sung, and snow
falls, capturing the spirit of a Victorian
Christmas. It's a holiday treat you won't want
to miss!
Runs through Dec. 30
Ticket Prices: $37-$57
Hartford Stage Box Office
(860)527-5151
The Unquiet Americans
THE UNQUIET AMERICANS
A Be-Bop Jazz Ensemble
Jonathan Chatfield (piano)
Derek Anderson '10 (trumpet)
Brian Jenkins (bass)
Jack Chatfield [Professor - History Dept]
(drums)
The Underground
Wednesday, Dec. 6
9:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Gallows Hill
Thursday, Dec. 14
8:30 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
J
7\
The Fred PfeiS Community
Come see the Jesters perform a series of
one-act plays.
All scenes are acted, produced, and directed
by Trinity students.
Friday, Dec. 8
9:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
AH are welcome!
V
Chapel Happenings —
Sunday, Dec. 10
Services of Lessons and Carols for Christmas
4:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
The Chapel
J
J
Community Spotlight
Double Trouble
This week we would like to recognize
two groups for their admirable work in the
community. First is Alpha Delta Phi for their
work as student hosts for Ninth Graders Go
to College on Nov. 28 and the Best Buddies
for their a cappella benefit concert on Nov.
19.
Ninth Graders Go to College is coordi-
nated by the Hartford Consortium for Higher
Education and brings ninth grade students
from Hartford schools to various campuses
around the area. The goal of the day Is to
expose them to college life in an informative
and enjoyable way and to excite them about
the option of college in their future. This
year, Trinity hosted between 30 and 40 stu-
dents from Bulkeley High School. The stu-
dents attended two presentations: "Insects
Rule!" given by Biology Professor Scott
Smedley and "Robotics Engineering Lab"
given by the Robotics team. Alpha Delta Phi
members then gave the students a tour of
Ferris, followed by lunch in Mather's cafete-
ria. The day was a great opportunity for
both bringing Trinity and Hartford together
and for supporting teenagers and their high-
er educational opportunities.
Best Buddies is a program that matches
students (college buddies) with mentally dis-
abled peoples (buddies). College buddies
talk to their buddy at least once a week and
get together a few times a month. The pro-
gram gives the disabled opportunities to
establish friendly relationships and improve
their communication skills, which is a very
rewarding and touching experience for all
involved. Jenny Gragg '07, the College
Buddy Director, says she has been in the
Best Buddies program since ninth grade and
loves the people she has come to know.
"They have a really fun, refreshing attitude
towards life." The a cappella concert was a
fundraiser run by the club. Tickets were $5
in advance and $7 at the door. The goal of
the event was to raise $150, which was far
exceeded by the $355 raised. The concert
was given by The Trinitones and The
Accidentals and Chartwells donated Coffee
and desserts for those who attended. Best
Buddies offered to split the money raised
with the two groups but both declined and
100% of the profits went to the program. The
idea of the concert was proposed by Best
Buddies' treasurer Jorge Amaral '07, who
wanted a fundraiser that would be open to
everyone, including buddies. It was a very
successful event in all aspects.
-Anne Bonfiglio-
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M. Hockey Starts Season Sluggishly Due to Plethora of Penalties
ByJONSMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
The beginning to the 2006-2007 sea-
son has not gone as planned for the
Trinity Men's Ice Hockey team. The
Bantams came into the season with a new
home rink and high hopes that the pre-,
season talk about their inexperience and
lack of offense would prove untrue.
However, after three weeks of play and
the Bantams sitting at 2-3-1 overall and 1-
2-1 in the NESCAC - good enough for
an eighth place tie with Wesleyan -
Trinity has to turn its season around if it
wants any chance of getting into the
NESCAC tournament at the end of the
season.
Opening night at Trinity's brand new
Community Sports Complex was one to
forget as both the Bantam Men's and
Women's Hockey teams were beaten in
their season openers against NESCAC
opponents. The Men's team took on the
surprisingly good Hamilton Continentals
in the nightcap of the rink-opening
extravaganza and was beaten 5-2.
Hamilton was predicted to finish in the
bottom of the league this year, but still
came out firing on opening night, and
pushed the Bantams back onto their
heels early as Trinity was forced to ice the
puck twice within the first two minutes
to alleviate the pressure in their zone.
Less than three minutes into the sec-
ond period, the Continentals were able
to capitalize on a set of Bantam penalties
and, by the time all the damage was
done, Hamilton led 2-0. Penalties to
Tom Price '09 and Ryan Masucci '09 put
the Bantams in a five on three predica-
ment and less than a minute into the
penalty to Masucci, Hamilton scored its
first goal. Price came out of the box
only to see the Continentals score again
41 seconds later. Trinity retaliated less
than four and a half minutes later when
Price redeemed himself with a goal assist-
ed by Masucci and defenseman Chris
Diozzi '09. The game winning goal came
with 5:46 left in the period and at the
end of a wild second frame, the
Continentals led 3-1.
The Continentals iced the game with
a four on four goal approximately mid-
way through the final period which was
capped by another Hamilton goal less
than three minutes later. Sandwiched in
between the two Continental goals was a
spectacular short-handed mark by Matt
Rafuse '07, which was assisted by Bill
Maheras '07 and Dan Maturi '08.
Goaltender Drew Barber '07 stopped 19
shots on goal for the Bantams and while
the Bantams kept the pressure on
Hamilton, peppering Continental goalie
Matt Crowson with 44 shots, the
Bantams went 0-9 on power play chances
in the game.
The next afternoon, the Bantams
stepped up their game and tied another
surprisingly good team in the Amherst
Lord Jeffs 4-4. Amherst was another
team predicted of finish below the
Bantams by the end of the year, but the
Jeffs had other ideas on this night. The
Lord Jeffs scored first on a five on three
advantage when Amherst winger Brendan
Powers scored the first of his two goals to
make the score 1-0 midway -through the
first period. Later on, with just 1:35 left
in the period, Price scored his second
goal of the season with an assist from
Rafuse and Maheras. An Amherst penal-
ty at the end of the first period and a sec-
ond penalty on the Lord Jeffs early in the
second period led to Trinity's second
goal of the game, this one coming from
Ross Grubin '08. Simon Dionne '07 and
John Carter '10 assisted on the five on
three power play mark.
The Bantams jumped out to a very
comfortable 3-1 lead when captain John
Halverson '07 put the puck into the net
in a four on four situation only 5:17 into
the second period off an assist from
goalie David Murison '10. However, late
in the second period, the Lord Jeffs
climbed back into the game when Powers
scored his second goal of the contest in
another four on four situation.
As the teams went into the long inter-
mission, the game was still up for grabs,
but that seemed to change soon after the
face off to start the third period. After
just 37 seconds, Maturi netted his first
goal of the season off assists from Grubin
and Thomas Wenstrom '08. Maturi's
goal put the Bantams ahead 4-2, but with
more than 19 minutes left to play, the
Edwin C. Pratt
Forward John Carter '10 leads the attack into the Hamilton zone on opening night. see AT on page 22
Bants Shooting the lights Out Early On Freshmen Spark Women's
continued from page 24
followed suit with nine points, 11
rebounds and four steals.
The Bantams got their fifth
win at Western Connecticut State
University on Nov. 28. Russ
Martin led the team with 19
points and also pulled down nine
rebounds. Trinity's 11-1 run at
the end of the first half, fueled by
three-pointers by Hasiuk, Taylor,
and Aaron Westbrooks '09 and a
pair of free throws by Clarke
turned a 22-22 tie into a 33-23
lead. The Bantams extended then-
lead with a 12-2 run in the sec-
ond half. The Colonials scratched
back to trail by only nine at 8:47,
but Trinity went on another 11-1
run to put the game out of reach.
Hoar totaled 11 rebounds and
added four assists and three steals
in the game, while Pat Martin
notched 10 points and five
assists.
"I think we're starting to play
with consistency, which is some-
thing that we lacked in the first
few games," Russ Martin stated.
"The past few games, we've really
played well on defense and we
know that's what's going to make
or break our season."
The next game for Trinity was
a 104-87 win over the Curry
College Colonels on Nov. 30 for
win number six. Trinity led 62-38
at the break and cruised to score
the most points in one game
since 2002. Russ Martin had 20
points to lead the Bantams. Paul
Rowe '09 led the team with six
rebounds and Pat Martin added
six assists.
This past Sunday, Trinity got
its seventh consecutive win and is
off to its best start since 1999.
Trinity outscored Lasell 28-8 in
the last 10 minutes of the first
half to go into halftime leading
46-27. The Bantams continued
their hot hands, making 58 per-
cent of their shots in the game.
Russ Martin had three blocked
shots and led the team with 14
points, while Hoar contributed
11 points and five rebounds.
"I think we have a really spe-
cial team in that we're very
unselfish and deep," Russ Martin
said. "Every night someone new
steps up and plays great and
when you have that, you're going
to be tough to beat." Recent
graduate and last year's captain
Tyler Rhoten was once quoted
comparing his team to a train in
that they just need to keep on
going. Referring to that state-
ment, Russ Martin added, "Mike
Hoar, as our captain, has been
incredible, kind of the conductor
of the train, and he really has
kept this team together."
The Bantams' next game will
be at Springfield College on Dec.
Ice Hockey to Strong Start
*x
- _ _ _ fKft
Edwin C. P|att
Pat Martin '08 led the Bantams with seven rebounds in the win over LaselL
continued from page 24
Isabel Iwachi '10 recorded her
first career win, making 19 saves
and holding the Cardinals score-
less for the final 47 minutes.
Chee led the assault in a los-
ing effort against the Williams
College Ephs on Nov. 25, record-
ing a natural hat trick in the first
period that provided all of
Trinity's offense.
Her first goal, assisted by
Schmidt and Kelley McCarthy,
erased Williams' early lead, while
her second, assisted by Schmidt
and Handy, put Trinity ahead,
and her third, unassisted, looked
like insurance. Unfortunately, the
third period belonged to
Williams as they capitalized three
times on power play opportuni-
ties and earned a come-from-
behind victory.
The Nov. 26 game against
Middlebury had a similarly unfor-
| tunate result. Despite sophomore
goalie Helen McCarthy's incredi-
ble 27 saves, including 15 in the
third period, the Bantam offense
could not muster any offense as
Middlebury won the game 4-0.
| Helen McCarthy continued
her impressive performance on
Nov. 29, making 19 saves to
record her first win of the season
against Salve Regina. This time
the Trinity offense was back in
gear, scoring three times to beat
the Seahawks 3-1.
Schmidt opened the scoring
on an assist from Chee and
McKenna, and then, along with
co-captain forward Liz Johnson
'07, passed the puck to Chee for
the second goal of the game.
Douglas, with help from Handy
and Fitzgerald, added an insur-
ance goal early in the third peri-
od to finish-ihec scoring on
Trinity's end.
The Bantams suffered a 7-2
defeat in their first away game of
the season to the Sacred Heart
University Pioneers, despite
Iwachi's 33 saves. The Trinity
goals came two minutes apart in
the second period: the first by
McKenna with an assist by Chee,
and the second by Chee unassist-
ed.
Chee's obvious standout per-
formance — six games, six goals
(including a natural hat trick),
and five assists — earned her a tie
for second in the conference as of
Nov. 26 in goals scored. Kelley
McCarthy's success, while per-
haps less apparent (she is tied for
the league lead in assists), also
deserves recognition.
As Fitzgerald put it, "She has
really stepped it up this year to
become an impact player. She's
really become a leader ;on and off
the ice."
The Bantams look to get back
on track in their next games,
both home, at 7:45 p.m. on Dec.
'8 against MIT and 3:00-p.m. on
Dec. 9 against Plymouth State
University.
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At 2-3-1 Overall, Bantams Need to Raise Level of Play in 2007
continued £rom page 21
Lord Jeffs still had plenty of time to
come back. Less than a minute after
Maturi's goal, defenseman Shawn
Donaher '09 was slapped with a five-
minute major penalty for hitting from
behind, which also landed him a game
misconduct and with just nine seconds
left in that five minute power play, the
Lord Jeffs slipped the puck past Murison
to pull within one.
Amherst then' completed its come-
back with about seven and a half minutes
left in the third period. For the rest of
the third period and into most of over-
time, with the momentum clearly in
Amherst's corner, the Bantams needed to
just survive and come out with one
point, which they did, surviving three
shorthanded periods over the final 10
minutes of the game. However, when all
was said and done, despite the fact that
the Bantams again outshot their oppo-
nent, this time 32-25, it was the Bantams'
penalties - all 12 of them - that let this
game slip from a solid win to a ho-hum
tie. .
Week two for the Bantams saw them
travel to Amherstto enter the two day
McCabe Tournament. The Bantams'
first game of the tournament was against
traveling partner Wesleyan and the rivalry
between these two teams is not only
because of the close proximity of the two
schools, but also because Trinity and
Wesleyan will probably be two teams
fighting for position in the NESCAC
Tournament at the end of the year.
The Bantams dug themselves into a
hole early as three penalties put the
Bantams' special teams to work again.
However, it was on an even strength
effort that Wesleyan tallied the first goal
with just over 10 minutes left in the first
period. The Cardinals held that lead
until late in the second period when
Maturi scored his second goal of the sea-
son on the power play with assists from
Halverson and Grubin. Less than two
minutes later, with another Bantam in
the penalty box, Carter scored his first
goal of the season with an assist from
Dionne.
The shorthanded mark put the
Bantams up 2-1 going into the third peri-
od and it looked again as if the Bantams
had the game locked up after goals by
Maturi - his second of the game - and
Price - his third of the season - put
Trinity up by three with 15 minutes left.
But, as the Bantams found out against
Amherst the week before, no one can
relax until the final horn sounds and for
the second game in a row, the Bantams'
opponent mounted a late comeback.
Wesleyan scored four goals in eight min-
utes to surge ahead 5-4. The final goal
was followed by a misconduct penalty for
Murison, who had just given up the four
goals and Barber was forced to enter the
game for the final four minutes. The loss
pulled the Bantams down to 0-2-1 overall
and in the league as they prepared to face
Connecticut College in the consolation
game the next day.
The Camels had been demolished by
Amherst 7-0 the day before they played
the Bantams and while Conn. College
did tie the game 2-2 early in the second
period, Maturi's fourth goal of the sea-
son and Grubin's two assists on the day
powered the Bantams to their first win, 4-
2. Barber made 22 saves and picked up
Wm,
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Ross Grubin '08 looks to feed the puck to Naoto Hamashima '09 in front of the net against Hamilton.
his first win of the year in the contest.
The Bantams moved to 1-2-1 on the year
with the win.
In week three this past weekend, the
Bantams traveled to Massachusetts to
face two ECAC-East opponents, UMass-
Boston, and Babson. In Friday's game
against UMass-Boston, the Bantams were
behind 1-0 after the first period, but 11
Beacon penalties resulted in three
Bantam power play goals in the final two
periods, one by Maheras from Dionne
and Carter, the second by Maturi from
Michael Mortimer '10 and Halverson,
and the final by Hamashima from Matt
Crum '08. Halverson scored a goal of his
own late in the second period to account
for the final score of 4-1. The Bantams
took 58 shots in the game compared to
the Beacon's 14, 13 of which were
stopped by Murison who picked up his
first win of the year.
Feeling pretty good about their two
game winning streak, the Bantams rolled
into Babson Park, Mass., to take on the
Babson Beavers and were trounced 7-2.-
The beginning of the game was an incred-
ible rush as the Beavers struck first only
39 seconds into the game. Riley Hicks
'09 responded for the Bantams at 13 sec-
onds to tie the game at one. Babson
then pulled out to a two goal lead, but
Grubin scored on a penalty shot to keep
Trinity in the game. Almost exactly mid-
way through the game, at 10:02 in the
second period, Babson scored again to
up their lead to two and the Beavers
never looked back, scoring three more
goals in the third period to 7-2. •
The Bantams will end the 2006 por-
tion of their schedule at the Middlebury
Holiday Classic with a game against
Hobart on Dec. 31 and while that game
is technically on this year's calendar, the
Bantams will hope that that game will be
the beginning of a new year for them.
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Tue, Dec. 5
Men's Basketball @ Springfield
Women's Basketball vs. Albertus (7:30 p.m.)
Men's Squash vs. Amherst (6:00 p.m.)
Women's Squash vs. Amherst (6:00 p.m.)
" - ' " • * "
Wed, Dec. 6 ' l ' '
Men's Swimming ® Elms
Thu, Dec. 7
Women's Basketball vs. Westfield (7:30 p.m.)
Fri, Dec. 8
Women's Ice Hockey vs. MIT (7:45 p.m.)
Sat, Dec. 9
Women's Basketball vs. Clark (1:00 p.m.)
Men's & Women's Indoor Track @ Yale
Women's Ice Hockey vs. Plymouth State (3:00 p.m.)
Men's & Women's Swimming & Diving at-Wesleyan
Cox Sinks Late Three to Finish
Off Lancers in Thrilling Fashion
continued from page 24
up, and when it ended up coming down to
the final minutes, we proved that we can
play and win under pressure."
Although Maher preaches about the
togetherness the team plays with, she does-
n't hesitate to give credit when credit's
due. Cox came through in clutch with a
game-winning three
pointer just before the
buzzer against the
Lancers. Maher called it
amazing and really it
demonstrates what a
dynamic player the cap-
tain is.
"What sealed the deal
for the Bantams was not
just a well placed shot,
but the tactical play that
seem to define Cox's
game. The play started
with a turnover by
"Worcester State that Cox
recovered and brought
"[The win at Worcester
State] was a true team
effort and an incredible
win. We were down the
entire game yet no one
gave up, and when it
ended up coming down
to the £nal minutes, we
proved that we can win
under pressure."
-Cat Maher '07
cated another close game, the Bantams
came up short in the third and final game
of the week.
The game began with Coast Guard
leading right away, but Trinity was able to
keep the deficit to a minimum until the
last 11 minutes when the Bears went on a
10-0 run.
After the run by Coast Guard, Card
and the rest of the team
stepped it up to put some
pressure on the Bears, but
it was too little too late as
Coast Guard held off the
attack. Cox finished with
18 points, seven assists
and nine rebounds while
Sims added a game high
15 rebounds and Kat
Conlon '08 had 13 points
and nine rebounds.
"Our loss to Coast
Guard was disappointing
because they were defi-
nitely beatable. We had a
few lapses that ended up
costing the game," Maherthe ball up the left side
and sunk the shot despite the pressuring reflected.
defender in her way. Christine Card '10 However, while playing three good
led the game with 19 points and nine . teams and being down one player all week
rebounds and Cox walked away with 13 — Claire Arnstein '10 suffered a sprained
points and five assists.
After two challenging games that
Trinity was able to turn in their favor, the
visit to Coast Guard - a tougher test than
"Worcester State and Smith - did not turn
out as favorably for the Bantams.
Although the final score of 55-51 indi-
ankle and was unable to play — the
Bantams definitely proved they are a men-
tally tough team.
The next games for the Bantams will
be this week with three home games start-
ing with Albertus Magnus on Tuesday at
7:30 p.m. in the Oosting Gymnasium.
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As BCS Bowl Season Approaches, Playoff System Again Considered
The BCS vs. Playoff System Debate Resumes This Year, but One Fan Asks Why NESCAC Can't Jump the Gun
By JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
I spent this past. Saturday
doing what I'm sure many of you
were also doing, taking in as
much of the college football
smorgasbord on TV that I could.
My day started early on
watching the lowly local favorite
UConn Huskies get smashed by
sixth ranked Louisville then pro-
ceeded briefly first to the annual
classic/blowout Army-Navy game
and then into a great defensive
battle between number 16 Wake
Forest and number 23 Georgia
Tech - which the Deacons took 9-
6 to grab the ACC Title - before
the main course was served in
unranked UCLA's epic upset of
second ranked USC.
Barely had I stopped quiver-
ing from the excitement Gf that
game when I switched to ESPN
to find number 15 West Virginia
- a personal favorite of mine -
take down' the once vaunted
number 13 Rutgers in an instant
classic, three overtime game that
was settled on an unconverted
two point attempt by Rutgers
which then gave the Big East
Title to aforementioned
Louisville.
 :
- Then for. just desert, I lit the
midnight oil from the comfort of
my chair in Vernon Place to
watch number 25 Hawaii fall on
fourth and 14 deep in Oregon
State territory to the Beavers
while it was just getting dark at
Aloha Stadium.
Sprinkled in throughout the
day were the constant:
SportsCenter In-Game updates of
fourth ranked Florida taking caie
of eighth ranked Arkansas for the
SEC Title, fellow eighth ranked
Oklahoma defeating number 19
Nebraska in the Big 12
Championship game and
Stanford losing to Cal in a game
that did not have a band but was
entertaining none the less.
While this is an exhausting
recap, it does not account for any
of the smaller market, local games
on CN8 that I glanced at during
ABC's endless commercial breaks
nor any of the time I had spent
over Thanksgiving break watching
number 11 Texas get upset by
Texas A&M, nor ninth ranked
LSU upset then fifth ranked
Arkansas or then third ranked
Edwin C. Pratt
The Williams vs. Trinity game in week two decided the NESCAC Championship.
USC beat the holy hell out of
sixth ranked Notre Dame.
If you haven't already noticed,
I really like college football. My
admiration for college football
was the main reason that each
one of the articles I wrote about
our Trinity football team was - in
its original version - 1,200 words
or more. I like all college sports,
but there's something about col-
lege football - maybe it's, the
'purity' of collegiate athletics,
although not on the part of the
participants but the whole play-
ing for school pride ideal - that
makes me passionate about the
game regardless of who is playing.
Thus, as one crazed college
football fan, it pains me to see
that 'we' - meaning the big uni-
versities that derive half of their
income per year from football -
are still holding onto the BCS
system for dear life.
I believe it was Brent
Musburger who said something
yesterday during the USC-UCLA
game that I realized was true.
The quote was something to the
effect of "The BCS system only
works in years where there are
two unparalleled teams at the top
of the standings." He went on to
say that this has happened in the
past - last year with Texas and
USC being a prime example and
2002 with Miami and Ohio State
being another - but on the
whole, the system is full of crap
and should be thrown out.
From there, we all know the
alternative if the BCS computers
are thrown into the garbage, an
eight team playoff system that
would, if it were to ever material-
ize, be -quite possibly the most
anticipated and greatest two
weeks of football ever. While I
fully support that idea, the play-
off system I want to see most
would be in our own league.
This year, we were treated to
another outstanding season from
our Bantam football team, but
the one blemish on their record,
www.espn.com
Michigan and its fans were the latest victini of the BCS system.
a week two loss to Williams,
ended up costing Trinity the
NESCAC Championship because
no other team was able to put up
a game against the Ephs. Thus,
after week two, our fate was sealed
and there was no way to get
another shot at Williams.
Williams deserves all the cred-
it in the world because they beat
everybody they played, but imag-
ine, if you will, what could have
happened in a week nine game -
a Championship game between
the top two teams in the league
for the NESCAC Crown. Extend
that idea to a four team, two week
playoff system and the excite-
ment and drama that could be
generated by that system would
be unprecedented among our tiny
liberal arts colleges.
The major obstacle for this
system would be not forcing the
season into exam time, which
could be neatly solved by starting
the season in the first week of
school instead of the second.
This would have ended the sea-
son last week had there been a
four team playoff or on the same
date had there been only a ninth
week, two team Championship
game.
Granted that this idea is very
seJ£serving and the argument
against adding games is that the
football players would lose focus
on their academics because of the
extra games is very concerning.
In fact, last week, in this very sec-
tion of the Tripod, Jay Acunzo
wrote a great article on our
President Jones' love of Division
III sports, mainly because athlet-
ics do not trump all other aspects
of college at places like Trinity
like they can do at a Division I
school.
I completely agree with that
argument and find one of the
greatest things about Trinity is
that Genarro Leo, captain and
starting running back for our
football team was in the Library
computer lab at 9:00 p.m. on
Sunday night at the same time I
wrote this article.
I am not here to take a stand
or demand a change in the
NESCAC charter because I
believe that academics should
trump athletics and that is some-
thing that is very clearly laid out
in the document. Rather, I prefer
to poke and prod at the imagina-
tion of the leaders of the athletic
community and dream "what if."
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Men's Basketball Sprints
off the Block to 7-0 Mark
ByCATMAHER
SPORTS WRITER
The men's basketball team is
off to a 7-0 start this season and
is looking forward to making
some noise in the NESCAC
come January. "If we can have a
good record going into league
play and string together a lot of
wins, hopefully that will carry •
over," said Russ Martin '08.
The team opened their season
in Haverford, Perin.fon'Nov. 17
at the Equinox Classic with a 78-
50 win over the Haverford
College Fords. Patrick Martin
'08 had a game-high 18 points,
finishing five for nine from the
field and six for eight from the
free throw line. Patrick Hasiuk
'07 was three for five from three
point land with 12 points and
had a game high four assists and
three steals.
The next day the Bantams
beat Swarthmore College 76-65 in
the Championship game of the
tournament to get their season
off to a 2-0 start. Trinity shot 50
percent from the field in the very
up-tempo contest. Russ Martin
scored a game-high 22 points and
had a team-high eight rebounds
in the win while Robert Taylor
'08 had 14 points. Kino Clarke
'07 had 11 points and Pat Martin
added another 11 points and six
assists.
"I think it was great how the
season started down in Pennsyl-
vania]," said Russ Martin. "We
played in front of a tough crowd
the first night and really played
well. Since most of our games
have been away games so far, I
think winning our first two on
the road gave us some needed
confidence."
On Nov. 21, the Bantams won
their home-opener against
Eastern Connecticut 72-55. An
early 10-2 run propelled the
Bantams to a 17-8 lead and
Trinity kept the pressure on with
another 13-4 run before halftime.
Trinity went five for 10 from
behind the arc in the first half,
forced nine turnovers and held
the Warriors without a three ball
to take a 38-25 lead at the half.
The Bantams ran away with the
game in the second half to move
their record to 3-0. Russ Martin
led the team with 25 points and
nine rebounds, and added a pair
of blocks, earning himself
NESCAC co-player of the week.
Hasiuk contributed 16 points,
five rebounds, and five assists.
On Nov. 26, the game came
down to the final seconds as Pat
Martin hit the winning shot with
2.4 seconds left to propel the
Bantams to a 71-68 win over the
Babson Beavers. The Beavers led
35-27 at halftime and took its
largest lead of the game, 5546,
on a basket and a foul with 10:10
left in regulation. Undeterred,
Trinity cut the lead to one on a
lay-up by Pat Martin with six
minutes remaining. The lead
switched hands often over the
final stages of the game, with nei-
ther team leading by more than
three at any point. With the
scored tied at 68, Trinity held
onto the ball until, with just 10
seconds left, Clarke dished the
ball to Pat Martin, who was
standing out beyond the three
point line and drilled the three
with a hand in his face to put the
Bantams ahead 71-68 with 2.4 sec-
onds left. Babson's desperation
heave at the buzzer fell short to
give Trinity the win.
Russ Martin had 12 points
and 10 rebounds to lead Trinity,
while Pat Martin and Clarke each
had 11. Captain Mike Hoar '07
see BANTS[on page 21.
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Captain Mike Hoar '07 (left) had 11 points and five rebounds while Kino Clarke '07 (right) had 13 points in the win over Lasell.
Womenss Basketball Starts Season 3-2
ByTARAFINUCANE
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity Women's
Basketball team had a jam-packed
week to start off December, play-
ing three away games at Smith,
Worcester State, and Coast
Guard.
Going into the three game
week, Cat Maher '07 said, "our
coach set a realistic goal for us to
go at least 2-1." Although they
achieved this goal, Maher later
explained, "it actually ended up
being a little disappointing
because we definitely had the
potential to go 3-0."
Beginning with the Smith
College Pioneers on Tuesday, the
Bantams dug deep to win 57-46,
collecting their second consecu-
tive win to push their record to 2-
1.
The games started with a fiery
first half with Trinity and Smith
in a tight race for the lead. Smith
had the upper hand at the start
of the game, but the battle for
points had everyone the edge of
their seats. Trinity caught up at
various times throughout the half
but the Pioneers were able to
hold them off and went into the
half leading 23-18.
The Bantams knew it was
going to take a lot more to shake
up their opponents in the second
half and Trinity set the rhythm of
the second half by outscoring
Smith 13-2 in the first five min-
utes. "We opened up tight
against Smith and found our-
selves in an immediate hole, but
we were able to climb out of it as
a team and get the win." Maher
explained.
Captain Sarah Cox '07 had a
game high of 17 points and
Maher was not far behind with
11, while forward Jessica Sims c10
contributed 11 rebounds to the
cause.
In their second contest of the
week, the Bantams again found
themselves down, yet Trinity ral-
lied late and beat the Worcester
State Lancers 63-62. Maher said
it "was a true team effort and an
incredible win. We were down
the entire game, yet no one gave
see COX on page 22
Women's Hockey Splits Opening Weekend Games with Wesleyan
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Hadley Gleason '10 scored her first collegiate goal against Wesleyan.
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity College Women's
Ice Hockey team began what
looks to be a promising season
with a record of 2-4-0 (1-3-0
NESCAC) over the past three
weeks. Losses to Wesleyan,
Williams, Middlebury, and Sacred
Heart have not overshadowed the
wins over Wesleyan and Salve
-Regina.
The Bantams opened the sea-
son on Nov. 17 in their brand-
new rink with a hard-fought, but
eventually fruitless, battle with
the Wesleyan Cardinals.
Junior forward Emmy Handy
answered Wesleyan's two initial
goals with a pair of her own in
the first minute o£ the second
period, assisted both times by
sophomore forward Michelle
Chee and sophomore defender
Kelley McCarthy. But despite
Trinity's 33 shots, 13 of which
came in the third period, only
two found the net as Wesleyan
won 5-2.
Trinity bounced back with
their first win the very next day
against the same team. The
freshmen took control of this
game for the Bantams, with goals
and a solid day in net.
The effort of the younger
players has not gone unnoticed
by the rest 'of the team, as junior
co-captain defender Erin
Fitzgerald noted, "They've defi-
nitely been a really big help on
the team, and not just on the ice.
They're just going to keep getting
better. They have a lot of poten-
tial."
Freshman forward Britney
McKenna opened the scoring in
the first period on an assist by
Handy and Chee, but Wesleyan
soon tied the score. The second
period saw goals by the other two
freshmen, forward Emilie Wiggin,
who was assisted by Handy and
junior forward Kara Douglas, and
forward Hadley Gleason '10,
assisted by Kelley McCarthy and
junior defender Ali Schmidt.
Schmidt added another insur-
ance goal in the third period with
help from Kelley McCarthy and
Douglas, and Chee scored unas-
sisted in the final minute of the
game to bring the score to 5-1.
see FRESHMEN on page 21
